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On approaching an ancient classic of wisdom whether of our o~o or 


anotl1er's culture, we of the twentieth century are beset by at least two 


serious privations, one perspectival and the other constitutional. In the 


first place we are disinclined to listen receptively to the text. We have 


been brought up on the Whig theory of history which holds that the most 


advanced point ln time ls the point of highest development, therefore our 


thinking must :iow be more adequate than that of those who thought before us. 


Such a perspective and posture screens out what otherwise might gain in us a 


thoughtful admittance. 


Secondly, the way of the sage, though describable, is not transferable. 


One is not born fulfilled in wisdom nor does age essentially bestow it. It 


must be earned th{ough unflagging self-examination and since that activity is 


not publicly verifiable, communities of learning are hard pressed to measure 


it. So, in philosophy departments and seminaries across the land the wisdom 


tradition is rarely, if ever, studied in its own terms. 


This is not a modern problem. The ancient world knew it also. The 


problem is addressed sp~cifically by Lao Tzu in his well known observation 


that though his doctrine ls both easy to understand and practice, few if any 


1 can understand and practice it. The I Ching takes it for granted la 1 ts 


reiterated distinction between the chnn ~and the hsiao jen--respectively, 


2 the profound and shallow persons. Thea, as now, most of us mis take this 


contrast for an invidious comparison yet, ironically, we look wildly about for 


a sage whenever the sky falls in. 


Despite these seemingly insuperable difficulties and my O<Jn brashness I 


intend, here, to approach the .!. Ching as a book of wisdom, a 111.anual for 


self-cultivation in the hope of learning to listen to it. I hope also to be 
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guided by Heidegger's liiarnlng that "Only liihen we turn thoughtfully toward what 


has already been thought, 1Will we be turned to use foe what must still be 


th h .. 3 oug . t. 


We are in debt to Heidegger: for pointing to a path of listening to the 


ancients. His er i ti cal pie cy toward the sages He r:acli tus and Parmenides 


encourages rethinking our approaches to ancient thought while at the same time 


his own thought affords a contrast to that of the.!_ Ching's which can help us 


begin to trace, however tentatively, some of the broader lineaments of the 


Classic of Change. This contrast emer:ges when the question of Identity and 


difference is con temp lated on the one hand by pondering Heidegger's treatment 


of one of Parmenides' fragments and on the other hand by thin~iag along the 


lines of a passag~ in the Shuo Kua, the commentary discussing the trigrams in 
: t ... 


the I Ching. ~ 


A very brief look at this contrast and it& implication s should be enough 


to ind lea te the di rec tioa of our own line of inquiry ia to the question of 


Identity and difference in the I Ching and its suggestions for re thinking the 


problem. 


In his essay, Identity and Difference, Heidegger asks the meaning of 


4 
Parmenides' fragment, "the Same is perceiving (thinking) as well as Being." 


He then observes that for Parmenides Identity is not, as for the me taphys teal 


tradition, a characteristic of Being. Rather, Being is a characteristic of 


1 
Identity; indeed, thinking and Being belong to the Same. 


On the heels of this interpretation of ancient thought he goes on to say, 


"The key word in Parmenides' fragment, To auT6, the Same, remains obscure. We 


shall leave it obscure. But we shall at the sa111e time take a hint fro<1 the 


sentence that begins with this _key word." This hint leads him to infer that 


Identity ls belonging-together. But now we encounter a shift. While 
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emphasi z i ng a nd mai n ta i ni ng the elemen t of belonging in belongi ng t oge thec a nd 


so sec ur i ng a ~ nsion betwee n thi nking a nd Being as at'. once both he l d apart 


and held t os e t he r, the prima ry pair in the dr am.a of this tension are :nan and 


Being. Man, wtose distinctive characteristic is thinking, is the one who is 


"open," "face-to-face· with Being. "For it is man, open towa rd Being who 


t- alone lets Be !og arrive as pre sence . " 5 


/ Insofar, then, as we, h~ma nkind, belong to Being and Being to us we are 


held together. But this belonging together cannot be experienced a u t henti-


cally unless the leap is made out of traditional rep re sen ta tional thinking 


i nto t his mutual letting-be present. Being and man are each challe nge d to 


letting-be within the horizon of the present and so are held apart. Through 


t heir active nature, wesen, they are offered as a gi ft to one another . Within 


this tensi on I dentity is transitively itself as the relation of the b€longing 


together of Be i ng and inan in which, historically, Being grants and refuses 


itself to thought, that is to say, to man. Though Being and man are thus 


appcopriated to one another, the realized appropriation or event of letting 


belong together--all its uniqueness notwithstanding~-ls historically 


determined and MThe essence of identity is a property of the event of 


6 appropriation.· For Heidegger, t he coincidence of appropriation and 


v letting-be remains historic. The tension of Being's and man's .belonging 


together does not open out upon, discover or realize an abiding tranquillity 


for man. 


We cannot be sure that Parmenides himself realized such tranquillity but 


it is clear that the hint which Heidegger took. from this Parmenideao fragment 


has been worked through toward a conclusion that Parmenides, had he come upon 


it, might have regarded as rather foreign to his or,ro understanding of 


Identity. Presocratlc thought has no such view of history nor does it rank so 
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exclusively man's place face-to-face with Being. Perhaps Parmenides ' T3 a~ T6, 


Identity, ex resses a sheer non-dualism and that Being and tho ught are 


in-differently relat d within Identity as their groundless ground, not as 


~I,, 
though Identity is hierarchically prioc, but that, in presenciog, every \ 


"' 1cR-'""'1 
cepresentable that appears remains within its own home gro und . Someho~ in 


appea ring it is both like and a bsent from itsel f no matter how unconcealed the 


disclosure. Identity's transitive re la tloa to its elf passes beyond anything 
-tv "/ ~~ 4'-' p~v t<-


rep res en table. Since this ultimate letting-be ls abidingly the case, 


ontological difference is not essentially historically resolved thro ugh 


being's giving itself episodically to the difference. The resolution ls 


existential on man's part thcough his overcoming his own self-misunderstanding. 


Lest thi~ sound fac:fetched, we should not lose sight of the context of 


Parmenides' fragments. His statement on Identity is itself precisely 


oracular, mediated to him through the mouth of the goddess of retributive 


Justice, whom he reaches thcough "the gate between the ways of day and night," 


a gate he comes upon by way of a road that "lies f~r outside the track of 


men. He is guided on this road by "the maiden daughters of Helios," the sun, 


7 the great luminary. 


The crucial distinction here shows itself in his pointing out the gate 


between the ways of day and night--a gate which only the goddess herself can 


open. The gate . lies, then, between the opposttes and therefoce this discourse 


cannot be adequately measured by the ways of discursive reason alone. The 


goddess speaks from a light whose illumination is not reducible to the 


ultimate dichotomy for consciousness, namely, . subject/object. Where full 


respect for the text obtains, one will no longer ·attempt to understand 


Parmenides only through the logic of his affir111.ations and negations. 


~ith this perspective and these cautions in mind let us turn to another 
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oracle, the! Ching, and examine a passage in it th.at most starkly presents 


for L~ought the problem of Identity and differeace. The Shuo Kua, Discussion 


of the Trigrams, section 3 sets up this pattern: "Heaven and earth are 
,_;:-i,:, 


settled positions. The mater! 1 energies of mountain and lake inter-penne<>te 


one another. Thunder and wind spread each other out. Water and fire do not 


shoot at one another. The eight trigrams, intermingling, hone each other." 


5 


This somewhat overliteral translation has the advantage of bringing the images 


of the text into sharp focus, a move made to help clarify the role of their 


differences within Ideatity:J3 


c_,.; "Heaven and earth are settled positions .. in the sense that their 


respective principles of cause and effect operate unchangingly to produce and 


reproduce. Their _category ls causality. "Thunder and wind spread each other . ~ 


out, .. a temporal ~ovement represented in hexagrams 34 and 42. Thunder's and 


Wind's category ls time. "Water and fire do not shoot at one another· is a 


statement whose verb, she, "to shoot with the bow," points to a spatial 


relationship since the concept of shooting cannot obtain exclusive of 


distance. Their category is space. The second pair in the series, Mountain 


and Lake are ~ost extraocdlnarily described. Their material energies, ch'l, 


or vital forces ·inter-permeate one another.'" What does it mean to say that 


Moun ta ta and Lake mutually pass through one another? Clearly, this describes 


A a relationship between them that transcends the spatial and temporal since we 


cannot imagine the material for:ce of Mountain communicating itself to Lake 


without displacing Lake's body of water, upon which displace~ent the Lake 


would be no m.ore. And how is Lake vitally to pass through Mountain without 


v dissolving it? These are proper questions if the text is taken seriously as a 


state!llent of wisdoe. As such, it cannot be left as poetry alone nor: as 


superstition. Ultimately, what else can it be saying but that Mountain and 
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Lake are absolutely prese n t to one another, in one another, both and neither. 


I 
Both, if their ide n tities remain while thoco ughly pe nnea ti ng one another. 


l-
Yet, either si nce an absolute interpe netration is unthinkable. We have run 


out of possible essential relations between them and cannot conceive of 


another. Clearly, we are with Alice in Wonderland and must le.a ve it so . \.ihat 


in Wonderland is beyo nd poetry escapes in te rpre ta ti on. Analogously, the 


intuition of non-duality points to Ultimacy, beyond thought and speech (Cf. 


Lao Tzu 1). Yet, w1.e lmpllcatioas of. this are far reaching. (It is not 


difficult to see how the Chinese iuind was, from earliest times, aware in 


principle of the Hindu-Buddhist ca t usko tik.a, the four propositions of 


affirmation, negation, double affirmation, double negation--the latter two, 


"it is both A and not-~~i "it is neither A nor not-A" are uncongenial to 


Aristotelian logi<i.) 


Mountain and Lake are described as absolutely present to each othe r . No 


question here of episodic disclosure or release. Even the Heideggerian 


" be longing-together" (i n which the element together is determined by the 


belonging) is transcended. Not only is the relation here more original than 


the relata and what is related (Heidegger's focmulation reaches this far) but 


it escapes becoming translated phenomenologically in to the belong lag-together 


of man and Be lag s lace the re la ti on be tween Moua ta in and Lake reaches beyond 


Logos and Be ing.:.-beyond Logos in that the re la ti on transcends wi thness, aad 


beyond Betng, because beyond the opposition bet.,.een Being and Non-Being. 


/ However, lest we lose them entirely, they remain still the children of 


Heaven and Earth. As such, they must manifest latent powers dormant within 


their parents. Why dormant o n ly? Cannot Heaven and Earth determine t~lr own 


potentialities? Whatever might be claimed for Heaven and Earth's power to 


differentiate themselves according to their roles in the Sequence of Later 
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Heaven, there is no such power for them sho1o1n in the Sequence of Earlier 


Heaven, Fu Hsi's or the Primal Arrangement of trigrams to which the above 


translated paragraph belongs. 


[ Heaven and Earth do generate their children belonging to the Sequence of 


Later Heaven, King Wen's arrangement, through a reciprocal exercise of their 


initiatives. But this results in a change of sex for four of the six 
1...1#1<-'f He,;, v .. 


siblings, the sex: of Thunder and Wind remaining the same. In this Seq uence, 


Water and Mountain ~come sons, Fire and Lake, daughters. Furtheruiore, Heaven 


and Earth no longer bold their primordial stations on the vertical axis of the 


chart--as in the Primal Arraagement--but operate ancillary to their 


represe n tatives Fire and Water who are now stationed on the vertical axis of 


this Later Hea•1en arraage:nent. Later Heaven shows a delegation of powers to 


the children, and .. a radically . different exercise of those powers from their 


functions in the Primal Arrangement. 


A profound and mysterious primordiality obtains for all eight trigrams in 


the paragraph we are at the moment addressing. There is more to Fu Hsi's 


arrangement than an abstraction of essential _principles in polar relationship. 


For such an abstraction jt would not be necessary to look for movement in this 


arrangement of axial opposites. But look for it we ruust since the hallmark of 


the entire Classic ts change and transformation. This scripture's esse~tial 


feature is the aieaning of transition. 


I think it plausible that Fu Hsi's arrangement represents a chart of the 


soli-lunar cycle which shows the principal phases of the moon in her 


progression fro• the dark to the bright, from waxing crescent,=-=., to first 


quarter.~ to waxing gibbous:__, to full 11000,==.; to waning gibbous,_ _, 


to last quarter,.=-=, to waning crescent,=.::, to new moon,_=' or eclipse. 


This keeps the axial opposites in place while at the same time accounts for 
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mo vement , na~ely, transi t ions in t he state of rela t ionship between t he s un a nd 


the moon . It al so prese r ves a r e lative eq ua l ity of s tation for a l l eight 


trigrams. It is the career of the re la t ionship be t ween t he s un a nd the mo o a 


that Fu Hsi's arra ngeme n t e xh ibits and not, in the first place, any ge netic 


depe ndency of the other.fise six siblings . Their stations or pha se s in t he 


;P! soli-luna r cyc l e are the mate ria l of Fu Hsi 's char t. A detenn i na t ion of its 


<i" forma l sigu if lc.a nce rests ent i rely on t he movi ng caree r of the r e lat ions h ip 


betwe en the sun and t h e moon. Yet, in the soli-lunar cycle still a nother 


material factor must not be slighted, na mely, the ea r th, which base s the 


9 hea ven ly play of the bright and dark. We shall take up the Ear t h ' s role in 


this threefold relationship when we discuss Ki ng Wen's arra ngemen t, Later 


Heaven. ·-


The lunation~cycle's symbolic significance for self-cultivation or 


self-awakening-the hum.an spiritual task-- should be compared, if possible, to 


a transformational process whose end product differs in form from the form 


with which the process began. Such an analogy will go far toward helping 


define the cate~ory to which Mountain and Lake belong, and on that account 


begin to disclose the nature of identity in the .!. Ching. The characters of 


Mo untain and Lake must be accounted for in transitional relation to their 


other axial polarities or the spiritual function of the totality of the- eight 


trigrams will escape us. 


Z. D. Sung, ln his The Symbols of the Yi King, relates the eight trigrams 


10 
to the process of distilling water. All eight stages of the process must 


occur in order to foria a whole process of distillation. Let Heaven, , stand 


for the hot 11a t .: r to be vapo rized and the s teaaa to be conde nsed; and Earth, 


for the cold water to be distilled and the cold distilled water. These plus 


the t hree steps of the evaporating process and the three of the conde nsing 
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process form the whole transformation. The move ment can be represented as 


follows: 


l.==-=-, cold water--hot water 


2.- - , hot water -- water eva porating 


3.=-= water evaporating - - steam warming 


4.====: , steam warming -- steam at constant temperature 


5.==--=:. , steam at constant temperature -- steam cooling 


6.--_-_' steam cooling -- stea m condensing 


_, steam condensing -- hot water 


- , hot water -- cold water. 


From cold water to distilled cold water there are nine stages and eight 


changes bet1o1eeo. theRa. ' The third and seventh changes are essentially critical. 
~ 


They entail a leap from one level to another. They go beyond an altered 


condition, ~. from cold to hot, a change on the same level. The third ao.d 


seventh changes are transfor:ma tious, hua, respectively from water in its 


liquid form to st.ea• or gaseous and from the gaseous, stealll, to liquid as 


J distilled water. The end product is the result of both formal and material 


change, fonnal in the change from liquid to gas and material in that distilled 


water is liquid materially transformed. The whole process entails a 


thoroughgoing conversion. 


/ The third and seventh changes precisely match analogously the wax:ing 


gibbous, , and the waning crescent, , phases of the moon. In the 


successive order of progress within the overall process, these crisis points 


belong to Lake and 11-0untain. These two trigracas figure transformation, 


conversion, hua, essentially. Transition, though distinguishable, is, for the 


finite mind, unintelligible. In that sense it is iuiraculous and given that 


world process is abidingly transfonn.ational, miracle and wonder unceasingly 
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define us. 


So deeply and unconsc iously ingrained is our prejudice that man is the 


measurer and, indeed, the mea sut"e of all things that to assert that wonder 


defines us see~s extravagantly fanciful and a subversion of rationality. Yet. 


the question still st.at"es us in the face: if human nature is t he ;neas uc-e of 


all things, holii is it that transition, in the strict sense is unintelligible 


to it? Nothing seems easier than to confuse process and transition, e.g., the 


Hegelian notion that death is a moment in the life process. True, we can 


measure the process of coruing to birth and the process of dying. But neither 


the coming to birth nor the going toward death are the actual ins tan ts of 


"'""""' "' birth and death. If, with respect to t irue , the moruen t is the measure of ... 
duration and s;>atially the smallest unit is the measure of ex: tens ion, then the 


instant stands clear of them since it neither lasts nor extends. No process 


can be instantaneous. The two !!lost dramatic features of human existence st.and 


outside of time and space. 


The third and seven th changes in the oc ta val progress ion of the soli-


lunar cycle are reflecteft analogously in the octaval seven-tone musical scale 


from do re rn1 - to do. Be t\oieen mi and fa (third and four th tones) and ti 


and do (sevent!i and eighth tones) a strict declination occurs. While 


musically pleasing, the retardation at these points gives one pause if 


observed to apply to the rhythm of one's own life. For instance, an activity 


which I begin with a definite end in view is liable to become deflected from 


course at these octaval points where perseverence toward the goal is 


critically tested. (New Year's resolutions _usually refer to reinstating 


activities that failed to reach their proper term for want of a sustained 


determination.) On the whole this human phenomenon is taken rather lightly 







because so co!il!5onplace. However, the matter becomes serious when~ ~er a way 


out of this repetitive cycle is looked for within the context of self


cul tiva tioa. 
11 


Given the plausibility of taking Fu Hsi' s Arrangement as a ch.er t of the 


/soli-lunar cycle, what further symbolic suggestion has it for self-


11 


/


/ cultivation, Le., for what in the west we term spirituality? The cycle is 


the dance of two lights. Its structure establishes the theme of the bright 


and the dark, the _! Ching's basic image for the duality of the phenomenal 


order within the absolute non-duality of Tao. This translates easily into the 


. I.) 
.,;!'~,.... distinction between the abiding light of awareness which is independent of 


pJf 1.' ,.i change and the fluctuating light of consciousness which is incorrigibly dual 


/ tf 
I t' I 


because tied ts> change:-, Seen within this perspective, the inovemen t is always 


in principle from ·'wa n ing to waxing since the bright, though periodically 


occluded within the dual, i.e., changeful career of phenomena, is never 


extinguished. Neither the brilliance of fu1.l moon nor the total occlusion of ' 


new moon are proper symbols for the untrammeled light of awareness nor the 


darkness of unconsciousness. The tension of duality obtains foe both. Full 


moon's light is bought at the expense of the widest separation from the sun 


(180°) and the new moon's conjunction with the sun is bought a~ the expense of 


f 1osing her own reflected light to the sun. Symbolically speak'ing, at no point 


( 
is this tension ·relaxed. No gaining of the bright without a compensa tor:y 


loss. Though it le hard to imagine a more apt symbolic str·ucture for the 


career of finite consciousness, without the additional symbolic feature of the 


waxing gibbous and waning crescent phases expressed in the trigra~s of Lake 


and Mountain respectively, the way out of the interminable round of pleasure 


and pain, waking and sleeping (consciousness' carrousel of ups and do1,1Us), 
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would never a ppear . 


· The way out is precli!ely through the instan t, the intempoca 1 gate of 


qualitative traasfocmation. The yoga of self-cult i va tion beat:' s o n t he open i ng 


of this gate through a prepa t:'ation which is ne cessary t hough no t s uffici en t if 


} the gate is to ope n . The yoga ls not sufficient because it is ot:'dered to an 


end that 1o1ill ao t yield to training as such . Tra ining doe s not rise above 


t r a nsie n t acti 11 ity, a mea ns to an e nd that li~s o u t s ide the instr ume n t taken 


to reach it. In this sense, 1o1ei wu-wei ca nnot be a me t hod. The yoga ls 


necessacy, for "ii thou t self-examiaa tion one rem.a ins without visceral awareness 


of the instant's access to a higher, a transfor-ai.ed quali ty of existence. 


Self-cultivation is not the ca use of self-awakening, but it is the nece ssat:'y 


and proximate source of it . The ultimate cause and source of it re ma i ns Tao, 
' -


but the character 9f that ultlmacy lies beyon d tho ught and spe e ch. 


This nex.t and last section of the essay will touch on an inter-


relationship between the Arrangements of Earlier and Later Heavens (Fu Hsi's 


and King \Jen's) and its significance for the trans fonnation of human nature. 


Fortunately, we ha ve in the! Ching a complete text and are spa red on 


that account t he grave uncertainties that attend study of other ancien t tex.ts 


that ha11e come doloftl to us as fragments, e.g., Heraclitus and Parmeaides. Yet, 


this good fortune beings with it the da nger that we might take for granted 


that the character of the text is patently obvious, as though we already know 


and understand the full mea n ing of oracular tho ught and practice. The danger 


of such a shallow approach is not that it remains oblivious of depth--a 


ser i o us enough oversight--but that it is oblivious of its own posture. It 


mis s es the i ssue for oracular thought, namely, tha t the disclosure i s not the 


disclosed' nor t!le doer the ultimate agea.t of the deed. 
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In the sphere of oracular thought, both thinking and willing are bent on 


remaining awake to the movement of disclosure a c d the shape of destiny. This 


is to take up one's abode within the question its elf and never to leave it. 


To remain abidingly within the question is to forgo the self-trumped up 


certainty that my subjecthood is the measure of whatever is object to it. 


Such a dualistic perspective fatally 111lsses its ow-a collapse into the stand-
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point of coa-sciousaess which cannot tolerate that the issues of the unthought 


and the unpossessed must ever elude its grasp. These are the issues for 


oracular thought and practice: the unthought and the unpossessed may be 


contemplated and sought but one can never look upon nor touch them bare. f 
This is enough to warn against taking any~hing for granted in our study 


of the Oracle._ The disc~ssion of an interrelationship between the wheels of 


Earlier and Later .Heaven is ventured with those cautions in mind. 


As noted above, Fu Hsl's soli-lunar · arrangement is an analogy for the 


abiding light of awareaess--iadependent of change--and the fluctuating light 


of consciousness which is incorrigibly dual because tied to change. The 


lunation cycle ls a beautiful image of timelessness ·in that the procession 


from dark to bright and bright to dark never changes, i.e., it is a movement 


that changelessly changes. Analogously, the relation between awareness and 


consciousness is timeless. Awareness secures the intuition of Identity above 


and beyond the operation of personal memory which, strictly speaking, is 


notoriously unreliable; yet, despite that inefficiency, we never lose our hold 


on self-presence. Even amnesiacs whose personal memory is virtually lost do 


not lose their sense of self-presence, on the strength of which they recognize 


their crippling disfunction. The lunation cycle is a perfectly symmetrical 


alternation of the dark and the bright. As such, it images, against the 


background of awareness, the formal character of the career of consciousness 


...... 
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from the darkness of impres s ion only (new moon) to the brightnes s of 


expression only (full moon ). Tentatively, we might trace this career full 


circle from new moon.=. =' to new moon as follows:_ , impression to 


intuition,-=, to perception,~, to imagination, , to expr-ession,-, to 


fee ling, , back to impress ion l~ ~. These assignmen ts are s ugges tive only 


and require further examination. They are use ful to indicate the rhythm in 


the movement of consciousness from dark to bright to dark to - - - - ate. 


The beautiful SJ'Dliletry of this movement does not include the possibility 


of failure and on that accoun t cannot portray the existential pathos inherent 


in both finite success and fai~ure. Even the good cannot exist nor have 
.,,,, 


meaning without testing itself against the possibility or actual! ty of evil, 


or both. On the other. hand, the material career of generation and corruption 


Wen's Lat.er Heaven· Arrangement portrays is equally vapid as an 


annual and diurnal cycle of birth and death, flourishing and decay without the 


/ possibility of self-transcenslon. Fu Hsi's cosmic pattern 1o1aats a medium for 


self-testing without which enlightenment remains a fanciful notion; and King 


Wen's cosmic pa tteru wan t s the very possibility of self-liberation. These 


privations can be rue t lei principle if the two char ts are brought to colncide. 


When King Wen's arrangement is superimpos ed upon Fu Hsi's a tripartite 


order discloses itself. The light of awareness, spirit, and the mutability of 


consciousness, soul, illuminate the material medium, body, through which they 


shine. This is iatiaated by Richard Wilhelm's rem.ark: "To understand fully, 


one must always visualize the Inner-World Arrangement as transparent, with the 


Primal Arrange~ent shining through it. Thus when we come to the trigram Li, 


we come at the same time upon the ruler Ch' ien, who governs with his face 


12 
tu['ned to the south'" (W/B 271). Since Wilhelm does not pursue further his 


insightful suggestion of a primordial transparency it remains a seminal 
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invitation to work the matter through. (This essay is an effort to contribute 


to that end withla the perspective of self-cultivation.) 


On bringing these two charted wheels together so that Fu Hsi's "shines 


through" King •en's, the provision for one's own self-testing appears. For 


instance, begi:J.ning the cycle again with the waxing crescent,=-=, at the 


north-east, this trigram, Thundec, "shines through" the trigram,-=..-=, 


Mountain. Here two sons meet. Mountain in the Inner World A.rrangeme::it has 


changed from daughter (Fu Hsi) to son and represents "the mysterious place 


where all things begin and en~, where death and birth pass into one another" ~ k 
1 (W/B 652). Mountain, here, represents the epitome of right timing--precisely , \ t- 1 


' . /1 0 
the first concern of intuition, , Thunder. 


On keeping in mind the principle that Earlier Heaven is to be seen as 
. ~· .. 


shining through 4t.ar Heaven,. the colncldence of the two charts reveals a 


tenslon bet~een two cycles. The cycle of the celestial dark and bright is 


brought to underlie the terres tr lal cycle of warm and . cold e.ar thly seasons. 


For instance, the waxing crescent moon.____, Thunder, "shines through" the 


dark and cold of late winter,--=, Mountain, where death 'and life pass into 


one another. Symbolically, this means that the drama of the lunation cycle is 


played out upon the field of earth's own temporal cycle. 


On analogizing the above to the career of self-cultivation, the joining 


of these two charts is fraught ~ith great meaning, all the suggestions for 


which cannot be brought within the compass of this introductory paper. 


Suffice it, for no~, to say that the first glim.mec of light for consciousness 


is lntuition. But intuition is always circumstanced by posslbilities and can 


offer only negative counsel. One must interpret its warning against moving 


forward or staying put and risk translating that negative summons into 


whatever positive action seems implied. From the side of theoretical 
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consciousness the risk is minimal since reflexive conscio u s ne ss has always 


something to reflect on. The risk comes into its o~n in the practical order 


where to disob.:y intuition's warning can some times kill the body. Perso ns who 


live close to physic.al da nger have no need to hear this explained. 


However, in the order of self-cultivation it is not first of all physical 


death that poses the abiding risk but death to self-a1o1ake n ing. Se lf-a;,;akening 


ls contingent upon an alert relation to duaiity. As the caterpillar iudraws 


i tse 1 f so as to stretch fon.rard, so for conscious ness does the past in some 


measure imply the future and the present the past. Looking back•ard with 


de t.achmen t serves looking ahead and discerning the shadows of the future 


depends upon uoattaching oneself emotionally from the present. In every case 


this requires a tranquil centering between the opposites. So, for the 


Thunder',=-=., of f3rlier Heav.en to shine through the Mountain, _, of Later 


Heaven imposes the task of obeying intuition's warning against becoming 


/ c onfused by the apparent contradiction of life-in-death and death-in-life on 


the field of psycho-biological phenomena. Such confusion invariably 


precipitates ill-timing, the results of which occas-ion further coafus ion. If 


this is the case for th~ ordinary life lived in the ordinary 1o1ay, how much 


more so for the yoga of self-cultivation where one's self-relation is ever on 


the line. 


Let us see if the Sbuo Kua supports this possible interpretation. The 


paragraph t ranslated earlier on which describes the distribution of the 


trigrams within the soli-lunar cycle is immediately succeeded by the follow-


ing: "Counting that which is going in to the past depends on the forward 


movement. Knowing that which is to come depends on the backward movement. 


This is why the book. of Changes has backward-moving numbers" (W/B 265). This 


rendering fro• the Wilhelm/~ynes translation is obscure though much less so 
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than that of Legge's. Given Wilhelm's cornme:i tacy on it (W/B 266-7) it is 


clear th.at he ·.oas of the opinion that the Ch.,: rt of Earlier Heavea was 


constructed to represent earth's natural forces "taking effect as pairs of 


opposites." On the strength of this, knowledge of the past "is present as a 


latent cause in the effects it produces" and knowledge of the future "is being 


prepared as aa effect by its causes--like seeds that, in contracting, consoli-


date." This com.mentary serves both the Shuo Kua's third and fourth sections 


which he sees as treating the Sequence of Earlier Heaven in essentially the 


same way, namely, as terrestrial process in a double movement, clockwise and 


an ti-clockwise. Vegetation expands to de termioe passing even ts aad contracts 


in to seeds, a movement through which one can know the future. 


Yet, for all its cosmic suggestibility, this transla ion and interyre-.. . ... 
ta tion of the paragraph has li·ttle if anything to offer the student of 


self-cultivation. On the other hand, when the paragraph is thought and 


translated through the perspective of self-cultivation, common words for 


natural process serve now as metaphors for self-inquiry and awakening. 


Thinking the original thrnugh within this context is a "letting-be" of the 


truth of the text, i.e., a letting it disclose itself out of its hiding withla 


sp lri tual metaphor in to a clearing for the mind of Tao. Such a traasla tlon 


must, above all, bring into the open the ultimately original Identity, 


awareness, in whose light duality is apprehended a s instrumental only, a 


refraction of the self-same, and in no way independent of it. This r efrac-


tioa, duality, is wondrously no less Tao than Tao itself. 


Within this perspective the paragraph aiay be rendered, "Fathoming (shu) 


the past (wang) depends on willingness (shun) to let it go. Understanding the 


coming (lai) future depends on letting oneself be destined toward (al) it. 


Therefore the Classic of Change looks fon1ard to the future wisely and 
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correctly fatho ms the past." 


Two aspects of this paragraph are of critical importance fo r our discus-


sion. The paragraph falls between the description of Fu Hsi's arra ngemen t and 


King Wen's. One might consider it, then, as possibly stating a principle or 


pcinciples that apply equally to both charts. Secondly, it presents a do uble 


moveme n t of intellect and will. The intelligibility of the past is forfeited 


unless one consents to let it go, i.e., to give up trying to possess it. 


Grasping the character of the future corning to hand requires the willingness 


to allow it to become embodied in oneself--ln this sense, one's becoming "a 
O;-/ 


living sacrifice" t o it (to employ a biblical phrase, Rom. 12:1-2). / 


This double move~ent exhibits a counter-tension, at once a holding on and 


letting go. A pure act of intellectual attention holds to its oqject, but an 


adequate grasp of the object depends on letting it be, i.e., letting go of any 


possess iv·eness toward it. Now the pathos inberen t to the re la tioaship be tween 


the activities of F.arlier Heaven and Later Heaven discloses itself. Unlike 


awareness, the sense of self-presence, consciousnes~ is indefeasibly tied to 


appea ranee, its object. Appearance is always changing. There fore, unless 


consciousness is centered in awareness and irradiated by it, consciousness 


knows no stability and must relllain anxious. 


The soli-lunar chart, the chart of untra mmeled consciousness has for its 


object the earth's diurnal and annual seasonal cycle. This object occasions 


for consciousness the possibility of becoming trapped, imprisoned (trarn.meled) 


in the inanity of raere material change, a process of transient appearances and 


so without a hope of beco~ing satisfied by its olol'!l exercise. On the other 


hand, consciousness is not coerced to identify itself with its object even 


· while contemplating it. l Letting the object be opens a space, one might say, 


for Identity to disclose itself as awareness which cannot know anxiety since 
. 1 ...,.. 


t).. ,". .... fr.'.,, . , 
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its on ly obj ect is itse lf, na me ly the s e lf-same . Earll.er Hea·.ten' s "shining 


through" Later Heaven is the condition of orig!.n.<=il nature (hs ing). 


Trans parenc y to original natur e fro m the side of persona lity is obscu r ed while 


a t tachmen t to one's self-image obta in s or atta chmen t to any object of con


scio usnes s. J 1 f"'-6 Y' 


However existen t i ally self-bound con s c i ousne ss might be as a condi tion 


ende mic to the hum.a n species, original nature is essentially free and there-


fore self-bondage is itself an illusion, tho ugh in the practical orde r the 


illusion's dreadful consequences are experienced as real. Spiritual awakening 


consists in discovering this as the case. Such a discovery cannot beco~e an 


a ctuality except through the freely willed negation of the possibility of 


identify iag with one 's ,ide:a o f oneself. 


The chart of Later Hea ven . images the terrestrial occasions for self-


corrupting one's relation to the continuum of change but none of thes e 


occasions can coerce this self-betrayal, this fall into anxiety. When natu r~ l 


process is conte~plated free fro~ the hum.an projection upon it of self-


!.dentification, the career of natural history appears supremely b€autiful. 


The paradig11 of the telation between these tvo charts implies a view of 


human nature which cannot be reduced to material process nor to ideal fonn. 


On the contrary, human nature occup!.es the intersection and interplay bet"'.Jeen 


origlnal wakefulness--awareness--and the instant by instant occasion f or 


falling into self-misunderstanding. Abiding alertly in this intersection is 


to expect the unexpec t ed (hexagram 25, Wu Wang) within the counter-tension of 


holding on and letting go, self-paused between the unthought and unpo s sessed, 


the issues for thinking and willing; as, inclusively, and spiritually 


understood, man 's very olofn being is a!ways in crisis, always the que s tion, the 


issue for himself. 
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To repeat: human oature occupies the intersection and interplay between 


/ 
origi M l wal<.ef .Jlness--awareness-- and the inst.ant by instant occasion for 


I falling into self-mis understanding. This occasion is brought for-..iard from the 


side of consciousness whose domain is the field of the phenomenal, the 


ever-chao.giag panora&a of appearances. What makes this so difficult to 


discover is the tenacity with which self-misunderstandio.g clings to its O\.JU 


ontological and epistemological reduction to a single i iu.aglned form oE self 


and knowledge. Spiritual yoga has no other ai~ than to loosen this death grip 


upon that false notion of self and knowing. 


The great advantage in studying how the movement of Earlier Heaven shines 


through Later Heaven is that this dual s true ture specif les exac tl.y the quality 


and form of the encounte~ between the eight functions of consciousness (soli-


lunar analogy) and their correlative material conditions (terrestrial seasonal 


analogy). A few words earlier on illustrated this by noting how intuition 


symbolized by Thunder,_, is s true turally bound to shine through the 


material condition, situation (•the time· as the Classic calls it). As to 


whether from the hum.an side the sh~ning through will be luminous or 


darkly--even de~oaically~dlstorted turns on whether the duality is engaged 
1 


through the mind of Tao or the caind prone to err. When engaged through the 


mind of Tao duality is gratefully acknowledged as the condition without which 


the intuition of Identity or non-duality could not obtain. When duality is 


engaged through the ~ind prone to err the relation between subject and object 


is advesarial and alienated. Self-identification a·nd attachment are reflected 


back upon the subject infinitely which magnifies his self-generated anxiety 


accordingly. 


The forual coincidence of these two charts is a relatively simple 


exegetical device. Interpreting it is not a simple task since the entire text 
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o f t he Classic fa vors the perspective of t he wheel of Later H!=ave::i, especially 


in respect of the gender change of the trigra ms Water and Fire, Mo untain and 


Lake. This earthly bias is not difficult to understand since the Oracle is 


nothing if not practical, its function being to illuminate dec l s!on-'lla~!ng. 


Ho..,e ve::- , decision-waking is alway s in the context of perspective and the 


deepe::- reaches of the book disclose the mselves only when through self-


questioning the tw'!a sacrifices of present body and mind are welc omed 


simultaneo us ly. This means that u pon each present instant the body is {Jl1 


petlllltted the impress of the future and the mind willingly lets go of relia nce 


on the past as the sole determinant of present judgmen t. A noe tic as seat to 


this cannot stand ici for its practical execution. (A long apprenticeship to 


self-inquiry ia usually-. required before this disclaimer is discovered as 


behaviorally the ~se.) 


The philosophical objection to such a double sacrifice within the same 


instant is that one cannot think both sacrifices at once since simulta neou s 


mental action is not possible. Agreed. But this is precisely the point, 


namely, that wu4'fei and Wu Wang (the Oracle's equivalent) are not calc ulated 


means toward envisioned ends, whether these ends are realized transiently or 


immanently. The whole calculus of means and ends does not apply, neither do 


the oppos ! tes action/ !nae tion, movement/stasis. Human 1o1u-wei is the !nteai-


poral equivalent of '"Tao never acts, yet nothing is left undone" (Lao Tzu 37) 


and hexagram 25 lines 1, 2, 4 which then changes to hexagram 59 1o1hose 


correlative lines l, 2, 4 describe the social reflection of uncoatrived 


ac tion. Uncontrived action is knack at its utmost and, like transition, 


essentially beyond the iuental catei;-;, r!es of time, space and causality. It i s 


the ! nteinporal, indefinable resolution within every instant of the tension of 


duality as the condition of intuiting Iden tl ty. 
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\./e have seen how the chac:ts of Earller and. Later Heaven when brought to 


co l acide l mply that the cac:eec: of conscio usness has in tr ins ic to it the 


potentially saving occasion for consciousness to identify with its idea of 


itself, i.e., for self-deception. The occasion is a saving one slnce it 


prese n ts the possibility for self-l:>etrayal. Just as the possibility of evil 


is the cond it ion of the good, so the possibility of self-betrayal is the 


condition of self - a ;.iakea ing. My freely willed nega tlon upon every instant of 


the possibility of self-betrayal allows timely action (wu~~ei) to flow through 


me. Tho ugh ~~•el, as such, is indefinable, its condition is self-


de mons trable throug h the yoga of self-cultivation. This freely willed 


negation is attitudina l, not self-consciously calculated. 


Not only is the occasion for self-betrayal intrinsic to the cac:eer of 
.. 


co nsc iousness but so is the non-coercive suasion to self-awakening. This is . .. 
beautifully indicated in the Judgment for hexagram 52, Keeping Still, 


Mountain: "He no longer clutches at his personal self." I.e., he no longer 


identifies ~1th his body; no longer reduces self-identity to his body or body 


image. On the wheel of F.arlier Heaven, Mountain !~ situated in the north-


west, symbolized also as the waning crescent, the last sliver of light before 


the eel ipse. But the wheel of Later Heaven holds the trigram of heaven at 


this same cusp. The trigram of the Creative re-en~rgizes the waning yang 


focce, the bdght, which has in the trigram of Mountain become 3lmost lost. 


And this renewed impulse to complete the full cycle of change carries the 


othe("'..;ise quiescent Mountain po1o1er to unite with the sun during the conjunc-


tloa of new moon. Fittingly, this heavenly recharging is from the side of 


Later Heaven, the terrestrial chart, implying that Heaven and Earth are non-


< 
dually related, their distinction being ultimately a creature of consciousness 


only. 
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Similarly from the position of Lake in the wheel of Earlier Hea ·1en whe::-e 


the expansion of the bright is reaching toward its utmost, it being one cusp 


removed from full mooa, the influence of Wind in the terrestrial chart is 


brought to bear to modecate expansion. Wind's action in the chact of Later 


Heaven is described in the Shuo Kua as gathering together, proportioning 


things each to each. The exuberant play of Lake's mirror-sheen and 


imagination is bound to the logos of Wind which influences content (the 


bright) not to dissolve form (the dark) but to irradiate it proportionately 


according to the nature of each thing. 


This brings us full circle to recall once again the power of Mountain and 


Lake within EarlieC' Heaven to inteC'permeate one another and the problems that 


poses for reason. Yet, when this power is refracted through the existential 


-
order of Later Heaven, i.e., shines through it, reason, the darling of 


consciousness receives its due, while awareness, upon every instant, 


continuingly dra~s the duality of consciousness to its proper vocation, to 


occasion the self's awakening to non-duality, Identity. 
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On approaching an ancient classic of wisdom whether of our own or 


another's culture, we of the twentieth century are beset by at least two 


serious privations, one perspectival and the other constitutional. In the 


first place we are disinclined to listen receptively to the text. We have 


been brought up on the Whig theory of history which holds that the most 


advanced point in time is the point of highest development, therefore our 


thinking must now be more adequate than that of those who thought before us. 


Such a perspective and posture screens out what otherwise might gain in us a 


thoughtful admittance. 


Secondly, the way of the sage, though describable, is not transferable. 


One is not born fulfilled in wisdom nor does age essentially bestow it. It 


must be earned through unflagging self-examination and since that activity is 


not pubficly verifiable, communities of learning are hard pressed to measure 


it. So, in philosophy departments and seminaries across the land the wisdom 


tradition is rarely, if ever, studied in its own terms. 


This is not a modern problem. The ancient world knew it also. The 


problem is addressed specifically by Lao Tzu in his well known observation 


that though his doctrine is both easy to understand and practice, few if any 


1 
can understand and practice it. The...!. Ching takes it for granted in its 


reiterated distinction between the chUn tzu and the hsiao jen--respectively, 


2 the profound and shallow persons. Then, as now, most of us mistake this 


contrast for an invidious comparison yet, ironically, we look wildly about for 


a sage whenever the sky falls in. 


Despite these seemingly insuperable difficulties and my own brashness I 


intend, here, to approach the ...!. Ching as a book of wisdom, a manual for 


self-cultivation in the hope of learning to listen to it. I hope also to be 


( 
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guided by Heidegger's warning that "Only when we turn thoughtfully toward what 


has already been thought, will we be turned to use for what must still be 


h h .. 3 t oug t. 


We are in debt to Heidegger for pointing to a path of listening to the 


ancients. His critical piety toward the sages Heraclitus and Parmenides 


encourages rethinking our approaches to ancient thought while at the same time 


his own thought affords a contrast to that of the.!. Ching's which can help us 


begin to trace, however tentatively, some of the broader lineaments of the 


.,/ Classic of Change. This contrast emerges when the question of~entity and 


difference is contemplated on the one hand by pondering Heidegger's treatment 


of one of Parmenides' fragments and on the other hand by thinking along the 


lines of a passage in the Shuo Kua, the commentary discussing the trigrams in 


the I Ching. 


A very brief look at this contrast and its implications should be enough 


to indicate the direction of our own line of inquiry into the question of 


,/ ~dentity and difference in the I Ching and its suggestions for rethinking the 


problem. 


In his essay, Identity and Difference, Heidegger asks the meaning of 


Parmenides' fragment, "the Same is perceiving (thinking) as well as Being." 4 


He then observes that for Parmenides~entity is not, as for the metaphysical 


tradition, a characteristic of Being. Rather, Being is a characteristic of 


Identity; indeed, thinking and Being belong to the Same. 


On the heels of this interpretation of ancient thought he goes on to say, 


"The key word in Parmenides' fragment, TO etUT6, the Same, remains obscure. We 


shall leave it obscure. But we shall at the same time take a hint from the 


sentence that begins with this key word." This hint leads him to infer that 


Identity is belonging-together. But now we encounter a shift. While 
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emphasizing and maintaining the element of belonging in belonging together and 


so securing a tension between thinking and Being as at once both held apart 


and held together, the primary pair in the drama of this tension are man and 


Being. Man, whose distinctive characteristic is thinking, is the one who is 


"open," "face-to-face" with Being. "For it is man, open toward Being who 


5 alone lets Being arrive as presence." 


Insofar, then, as we, humankind, belong to Being and Being to us we are 


held together. But this belonging together cannot be experienced 


authentically unless the leap is made out of traditional representational 


thinking into this mutual letting-be present. Being and man are each 


challenged to letting-be within the horizon of the present and so are held 


apart. Through their active nature, wesen, they are offered as a gift to one 


another. Within this tension Identity is transitively itself as the relation 


of the belonging together of Being and man in which, historically, Being 


grants and refuses itself to thought, that is to say, to man. Though Being 


and man are thus appropriated to one another, the realized appropriation or 


event of letting belong together--all its uniqueness notwithstanding--is 
-r 


historically determined and "the essence of identity is a property of -tlw,,.. .f.V£tM..I- ¥ 
6 appropriation." For Heidegger, the coincidence of appropriation and 


letting-be remains historic. The tension of Being's and man's belonging 


together does not open out upon, discover or realize an abiding tranquillity 


for man. 


We cannot be sure that Parmenides himself realized such tranquillity but 


it is clear that the hint which Heidegger took from this Parmenidean fragment 


has been worked through toward a conclusion that Parmenides, had he come upon 


it, might have regarded as rather foreign to his own understanding of 


Identity. Prfocratic thought has no such view of history nor does it rank so 


1'rt.soc~ 
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... "" 
exclusively man's place face-to-face with Being. Perhaps Parmenides' TO aUTO, 


Identity, expresses a sheer non-dualism and that Being and thought are 


in-differently related within Identity as their groundless ground, not as 


though Identity is hierarchically prior, but that, in presencing, every 


representable that appears remains within its own home ground. Somehow in 


appearing it is both like and absent from itself no matter how unconcealed the 


disclosure. Identity's transitive relation to itself passes beyond anything 


representable. Since this ultimate letting-be is abidingly the case, 


ontological difference is not essentially historically resolved through 


being's giving itself episodically to the difference. The resolution is 


existential on man's part through his overcoming his own self-misunderstanding. 


Lest this sound far-fetched, we should not lose sight of the context of 


.;' Parmenides' fragments. His statement on~entity is itself precisely 


oracular, mediated to him through the mouth of the goddess of retributive 


Justice, whom he reaches through "the gate between the ways of day and night," 


a gate he comes upon by way of a road that "lies far outside the track of 


men." He is guided on this road by "the maiden daughters of Helios," the sun, 


~ the great luminary. 
.., 


The crucial distinction here shows itself in his pointing out the gate 


between the ways of day and night--a gate which only the goddess herself can 


open. The gate lies, then, between the opposites and therefore this discourse 


cannot be adequately measured by the ways of discursive reason alone. The 


goddess speaks from a light whose illumination is not reducible to the 


ultimate dichotomy for consciousness, namely, subject/object. Where full 


respect for the text obtains, one will no longer attempt to understand 


Parmenides only through the logic of his affirmations and negations. 


With this perspective and these cautions in mind let us turn to another 
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oracle, the I Ching, and examine a passage in it that most starkly presents 
- /. 


for thought the problem of ~entity and difference. The Shuo Kua, Discussion 


of the Trigrams, section 3 sets up this pattern: "Heaven and earth are 


settled positions. The material energies of mountain and lake inter-permeate 


one another. Thunder and wind spread each other out. Water and fire do not 


shoot at one another. The eight trigrams, intermingling, hone each other." 


This somewhat overliteral translation has the advantage of bringing the images 


of the text into sharp focus, a move made to help clarify the role of their 


differences within~entity. 8 


"Heaven and earth are settled positions" in the sense that their 


respective principles of cause and effect operate unchangingly to produce and 


reproduce. Their category is causality. "Thunder and wind spread each other 


out," a temporal movement represented in hexagrams 34 and 42. Thunder's and 


Wind's category is time. "Water and fire do not shoot at one another" is a 


statement whose verb, she, "to shoot with the bow," points to a spatial 


relationship since the concept of shooting cannot obtain exclusive of 


distance. Their category is space. The second pair in the series, Mountain 


and Lake are most extraordinarily described. Their material energies, ch'i, 


or vital forces "inter-permeate one another." What does it mean to say that 


Mountain and Lake mutually pass through one another? Clearly, this describes 


a relationship between them that transcends the spatial and temporal since we 


cannot imagine the material force of Mountain communicating itself to Lake 


without displacing Lake's body of water, upon which displacement the Lake 


would be no more. And how is Lake vitally to pass through Mountain without 


dissolving it? These are proper questions if the text is taken seriously as a 


statement of wisdom. As such, it cannot be left as poetry alone nor as 


superstition. Ultimately, what else can it be saying but that Mountain and 
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Lake are absolutely present to one another, in one another,~ both -y{ . ~ , d ~· 
neither. Bo th, if their identities remain while thoroughly permeating one '~ Jl 
another. Ye~either since an absolute interpenetration is unthinkable. ~.:--i 3


1
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-U~, *<fr - have run out of possible essential relations between them and { f-t 
cannot conceive of another. Clearly, we are with Alice in Wonderland and must • 1'--~~ 


~k .. ~ l- 4)~'--*" ;,, ~--- p•~44Ut..,040 ,~~"4--1--.~ . ~ ~ 
leave it so"/\ Yet, the implications of this are far reaching. (It is not • 1 ~ 
difficult to see how the Chinese mind was, from earliest times, aware in f..,~ 
principle of the Hindu-Buddhist catuskotika, the four propositions of 


affirmation, negation, double affirmation, double negation--the latter two, 


"it is both A and not-A"; "it is neither A nor not-A" are uncongenial to 


Aristotelian logic.) 


Mountain and Lake are described as absolutely present to each other. No 


question here of episodic disclosure or release. Even the Heideggerian 


"belonging-together" (in which the element together is determined by the 


belonging) is transcended. Not only is the relation here more original than 


the relata and what is related (Heidegger's formulation reaches this far) but 


it escapes becoming translated phenomenologically into the belonging-together 


of man and Being since the relation between Mountain and Lake reaches beyond 


Logos and Being--beyond Logos in that the relation transcends withness, and 


beyond Being, because beyond the opposition between Being and Non-Being. 


However, lest we lose them entirely, they remain still the children of 


Heaven and Earth. As such, they must manifest latent powers dormant within 


their parents. Why dormant only? Cannot Heaven and Earth determine their own 


potentialities? Whatever might be claimed for Heaven and Earth's power to 


differentiate themselves according to their roles in the Sequence of Later 


Heaven, there is no such power for them shown in the Sequence of Earlier 


Heaven, Fu Hsi's or the Primal Arrangement of trigrams to which the above 


translated paragraph belongs. 
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Heaven and Earth do generate their children belonging to the Sequence of 


Later Heaven, King Wen's arrangement, through a reciprocal 
Sc..>C 


initiatives. But this results in a change ofA~adetS' for 


siblings, the sex of Thunder and Wind remaining the same. 


Water and Mountain become sons, Fire and Lake, daughters. 


exercise of their 


four of the six 


In this Sequence, 


Furthermore, Heaven 


and Earth no longer hold their primordial stations on the vertical axis of the 


chart--as in the Primal Arrangement--but operate ancillary to their 


representatives Fire and Water who are now stationed on the vertical axis of 


this Later Heaven arrangement. Later Heaven shows a delegation of powers to 


the children, and a radically different exercise of those powers from their 


functions in the Primal A~rangement. 


A profound and mysterious primordiality obtains for all eight trigrams in 


the paragraph we are at the moment addressing. There is more to Fu Hsi's 


arrangement than an abstraction of essential principles in polar relationship. 


For such an abstraction it would not be necessary to look for movement in this 


arrangement of axial opposites. But look for it we must since the hallmark of 


the entire Classic is change and transformation. This scripture's essential 


feature is the meaning of transition. 


I think it plausible that Fu Hsi's arrangement represents a chart of the 


soli-lunar cycle which shows the principal phases of the moon in her 


progression from the dark to the bright, from waxing crescent, , to first 


quarter, , to waxing gibbous, , to full moon, ; to waning gibbous, 


to last quarter, , to waning crescent, , to new moon, , or eclipse. 


This keeps the axial opposites in place while at the same time accounts for 


movement, namely, transitions in the state of relationship between the sun and 


the moon. It also preserves a relative equality of station for all eight 


trigrams. It is the career of the relationship between the sun and the moon 
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that Fu Hsi's arrangement exhibits and not, in the first place, any genetic 


dependency of the otherwise six siblings. Their stations or phases in the 


soli-lunar cycle are the material of Fu Hsi's chart. A determination of its 


formal significance rests entirely on the moving career of the relationship 


between the sun and the moon. Yet, in the soli-lunar cycle still another 


material factor must not be slighted, namely, the earth, which bases the 


heavenly play of the bright and dark. 9 We shall take up the Earth's role in 
cJ.1 Sc..ltl. S .S W L+t.' J' 


this threefold relationship when wj\~ f'1:trther~ King,..g'en's arrangement, 


Later Heaven. 


The lunation cycle's symbolic significance for self-cultivation or 


self-awakening--the human spiritual task--should be compared, if possible, to 


a transformational process whose end product differs in form from the form 


with which the process began. Such an analogy will go far toward helping 


define the category to which Mountain and Lake belong, and on that account 


begin to disclose the nature of identity in the.!. Ching. The characters of 


Mountain and Lake must be accounted for in transitional relation to their 


other axial polarities or the spiritual function of the totality of the eight 


trigrams will escape us. 


Z. D. Sung, in his The Symbols of the Yi King, relates the eight trigrams 


10 to the process of distilling water. All eight stages of the process must 


occur in order to form a whole process of distillation. Let Heaven, , stand 


for the hot water to be vaporized and the steam to be condensed; and Earth, 


for the cold water to be distilled and the cold distilled water. These plus 


the three steps of the evaporating process and the three of the condensing 


process form the whole transformation. The movement can be represented as 


follows: 
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1. , cold water ~- hot water 


2. , hot water~- water evaporating 


3. water evaporating ~- steam warming 


4. , steam warming~- steam at constant temperature 


5. steam at constant temperature~- steam cooling 


6. , steam cooling~- steam condensing 


7. , steam condensing~- hot water 


8. , hot water~- cold water. 


From cold water to distilled cold water there are nine stages and eight 


changes between them. The third and seventh changes are essentially critical. 


They entail a leap from one level to another. They go beyond an altered 


condition, pien, from cold to hot, a change on the same level. The third and 


seventh changes are transformations, hua, respectively from water in its 


liquid form to steam or gaseous and from the gaseous, steam, to liquid as 


distilled water. The end product is the result of both formal and material 


change, formal in the change from liquid to gas and material in that distilled 


water is liquid materially transformed. The whole process entails a 


thoroughgoing conversion. 


The third and seventh changes precisely match analogously the waxing 


gibbous, , and the waning crescent, , phases of the moon. In the 


successive order of progress within the overall process, these crisis points 


belong to Lake and Mountain. These two trigrams figure transformation, 


conversion, hua, essentially. Transition, though distinguishable, is, for the 


finite mind, unintelligible. In that sense it is miraculous and given that 


world process is abidingly transformational, miracle and wonder unceasingly 


define us. 
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So deeply and unconsciously ingrained is our prejudice that man is the 


measurer and, indeed, the measure of all things that to assert that wonder 


defines us seems extravagantly fanciful and a subversion of rationality. Yet, 


the question still stares us in the face: if human nature is the measure of 


all things, how is it that transition, in the strict sense is unintelligible 


to it? Nothing seems easier than to confuse process and transition, e.g., the 


Hegelian notion that death is a moment in the life process. True, we can 


measure the process of coming to birth and the process of dying. But neither 


the coming to birth nor the going toward death are the actual instants of 


birth and death. If, with respect to time, the moment is the measure of 


duration and spatially the smallest unit is the measure of extension, then the 


instant stands clear of them since it neither lasts nor extends. No process 


can be instantaneous. The two most dramatic features of human existence stand 


outside of time and space. 


The third and seventh changes in the octaval progression of the soli


lunar cycle are reflected analogously in the octaval seven-tone musical scale 


from do re mi - to do. Between mi and fa (third and fourth tones) and ti 


and do (seventh and eighth tones) a strict declination occurs. While 


musically pleasing, the retardation at these points gives one pause if 


observed to apply to the rhythm of one's own life. For instance, an activity 


which I begin with a definite end in view is liable to become deflected from 


course at these octaval points where perseverence toward the goal is 


critically tested. (New Year's resolutions usually refer to reinstating 


activities that failed to reach their proper term for want of a sustained 


determination.) On the whole this human phenomenon is taken rather lightly 


because so commonplace. However, the matter becomes serious whenever a way 







out of this repetitive cycle is looked for within the context of self-


11 cultivation. 
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Given the plausibility of taking Fu Hsi's Arrangement as a chart of the 


soli-lunar cycle, what further symbolic suggestion has it for self-


cultivation, i.e., for what in the west we term spirituality? The cycle is 


the dance of two lights. Its structure establishes the theme of the bright 


and the dark, the_!. Ching's basic image for the duality of the phenomenal 


order within the absolute non-duality of Tao. This translates easily into the 


distinction between the abiding light of awareness which is independent of 


change and the fluctuating light of consciousness which is incorrigibly dual 


because tied to change. Seen within this perspective, the movement is always 


in principle from waning to waxing since the bright, though periodically 


occluded within the dual, i.e., changeful career of phenomena, is never 


extinguished. Neither the brilliance of full moon nor the total occlusion of 


new moon are proper symbols for the untrammeled light of awareness nor the 


darkness of unconsciousness. The tension of duality obtains for both. Full 


moon's light is bought at the expense of the widest separation from the sun 


(180°) and the new moon's conjunction with the sun. is bought at the expense of 


losing her own reflected light to the sun. Symbolically speaking, at no point 


is this tension relaxed. No gaining of the bright without a compensatory 


loss. Though it is hard to imagine a more apt symbolic structure for the 


career of finite consciousness, without the additional symbolic feature of the 


waxing gibbous and waning crescent phases expressed in the trigrams of Lake 


and Mountain respectively, the way out of the interminable round of pleasure 


~ and pain, waking and sleeping (consciousne~ carrousel of ups and downs), 


would never appear. 


The way out is precisely through the instant, the intemporal gate of 
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qualitative transformation. The yoga of self-cultivation bears on the opening 


of this gate through a preparation which is necessary though not sufficient if 


the gate is to open. The yoga is not sufficient because it is ordered to an 


end that will not yield to training as such. Training does not rise above 


transient activity, a means to an end that lies outside the instrument taken 


to reach it. In this sense, wei wu-wei cannot be a method. The yoga is 


necessary, for without self-examination one remains without visceral awareness 


of the instant's access to a higher, a transformed quality of existence. 


Self-cultivation is not the cause of self-awakening, but it is the necessary 


and proximate source of it. The ultimate cause and source of it remains Tao, 


but the character of that ultimacy lies beyond thought and speech. 


This next and last section of the essay will touch on an inter


relationship between the Arrangements of Earlier and Later Heavens (Fu Hsi's 


and King Wen's) and its significance for the transformation of human nature. 


Fortunately, we have in the_! Ching a complete text and are spared on 


that account the grave uncertainties that attend study of other ancient texts 


that have come down to us as fragments, e.g., Heraclitus and Parmenides. Yet, 


this good fortune brings with it the danger that we might take for granted 


that the character of the text is patently obvious, as though we already know 


and understand the full meaning of oracular thought and practice. The danger 


of such a shallow approach is not that it remains oblivious of depth--a 


serious enough oversight--but that it is oblivious of its own posture. It 


misses the issue for oracular thought, namely, that the disclosure is not the 


disclosed nor the doer the ultimate agent of the deed. 


In the sphere of oracular thought, both thinking and willing are bent on 


remaining awake to the movement of disclosure and the shape of destiny. This 
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is to take up one's abode within the question itself and never to leave it. 


To remain abidingly within the question is to forgo the self-trumped up 


certainty that my subjecthood is the measure of whatever is object to it. 


Such a dualistic perspective fatally misses its own collapse into the stand-


point of con-sciousness which cannot tolerate that the issues of the unthought 


and the unpossessed must ever elude its grasp. These are the issues for 


oracular thought and practice: the unthought and the unpossessed may be 


contemplated and sought but one can never look upon nor touch them bare. 


This is enough to warn against taking anything for granted in our study 


of the Oracle. The discussion of an interrelationship between the wheels of 


Earlier and Later Heaven is ventured with those cautions in mind. 


As noted above, Fu Hsi's soli-lunar arrangement is an analogy for the 


abiding light of awareness--independent of change--and the fluctuating light 


of consciousness which is incorrigibly dual because tied to change. The 


lunation cycle is a beautiful image of timelessness in that the procession 


from dark to bright and bright to dark never changes, i.e., it is a movement 


that changelessly changes. Analogously, the relation between awareness and 


,,I consciousness is timeless. 
~ 


Awareness secures the intuition of..).sientity above 


and beyond the operation of personal memory which, strictly speaking, is 


notoriously unreliable; yet, despite that inefficiency, we never lose our hold 


on self-presence. Even amnesiacs whose personal memory is virtually lost do 


not lose their sense of self-presence, on the strength of which they recognize 


their crippling disfunction. The lunation cycle is a perfectly symmetrical 


alternation of the dark and the bright. As such, it images, against the 


background of awareness, the formal character of the career of consciousness 


from the darkness of impression only (new moon) to the brightness of 
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' ~X/J~aa.c. 
II eem~FQaQaiiQR only (full moon). Tentatively, we might trace this career full 


circle from new moon, , to new moon as follows: 


intuition, , to perception, , to imagination, 


, impression to 
~,_~,·~ 


, to eon1prel1enst0t1, 


, to feeling, , back to impression, These assignments are suggestive 


only and require further examination. They are useful to indicate the rhythm 


in the movement of consciousness from dark to bright to dark to - - - - etc. 


The beautiful symmetry of this movement does not include the possibility 


of failure and on that account cannot portray the existential pathos inherent 


in both finite success and failure. Even the good cannot exist nor have 


meaning without testing itself against the possibility or actuality of evil, 


or both. On the other hand, the material career of generation and corruption 


which King Wen's Later Heaven Arrangement portrays is equally vapid as an 


annual and diurnal cycle of birth and death, flourishing and decay without the 


possibility of self-transcension. Fu Hsi's cosmic pattern wants a medium for 


self-testing without which enlightenment remains a fanciful notion; and King 


Wen's cosmic pattern wants the very possibility of self-liberation. These 


privations can be met in principle if the two charts are brought to coincide. 


When King Wen's arrangement is superimposed upon Fu Hsi's a tripartite 


order discloses itself. The light of awareness, spirit, and the mutability of 


consciousness, soul, illuminate the material medium, body, through which they 


shine. This is intimated by Richard Wilhelm's remark: "To understand fully, 


one must always visualize the Inner-World Arrangement as transparent, with the 


Primal Arrangement shining through it. Thus when we come to the trigram Li, 


we come at the same time upon the ruler Ch'ien, who governs with his face ,.,_ 
turned to the south" (W/B 271). Since Wilhelm does not pursue further his 


insightful suggestion of a primordial transparency it remains a seminal 


invitation to work the matter through. (This essay is an effort to contribute 







to that end within the perspective of self-cultivation.) 


On bringing these two charted wheels together so that Fu Hsi' s "shines 


through" King Wen's, the provision for one's own self-testing appears. For 


instance, beginning the cycle again with the waxing crescent, , at the 


north-east, this trigram, Thunder, "shines through" the trigram, 
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Mountain. Here two sons meet. Mountain in the Inner World Arrangement has 


changed from daughter (Fu Hsi) to son and represents "the mysterious place 


where all things begin and end, where death and birth pass into one another" 


(W/B 652). Mountain, here, represents the epitome of right timing--precisely 


the first concern of intuition, , Thunder. 
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On approaching an ancient classic of wisdom whether of our own or 


another's culture, we of the twentieth century are beset by at least two 


serious privations, one perspectival and the other constitutional. In the 


first place we are disinclined to listen receptively to the text. We have 


been brought up on the Whig theory of history which holds that the most 


advanced point in / time is the point of highest development, therefore our 


thinking must now be more adequate than that of those who thought before us. 


Such a perspective and posture screens out what otherwise might gain in us a 


thoughtful admittance. 


Secondly, the way of the sage, though describable, is not transferable. 


One is not born fulfilled in wisdom nor does age essentially bestow it. It 


must be earned through unflagging self-examination and since that activity is 


not publicly verifiable, communities of learning are hard pressed to measure 


it. So, in philosophy departments and seminaries across the land the wisdom 


_ tradition is-- rarely, if ever, studied in its own terms. 


This is not a modern problem. The ancient world knew it also. The 


problem is addressed specifically by Lao Tzu in his well known observation 


that though his doctrine is both easy to understand and practice, few if any 


can understand and practice it. 1 The!. Ching takes it for granted in its 


reiterated distinction between the chUn tzu and the hsiao jen--respectively, 


2 the profound and shallow persons. Then, as now, most of us mistake this 


contrast for an invidious comparison yet, ironically, we look wildly about for 


a sage whenever the sky falls in. 


Despite these seemingly insuperable difficulties and my own brashness I 


intend, here, to approach the ..!. Ching as a book of wisdom, a manual for 


self-cultivation in the hope of learning to listen to it. I hope also to be 
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guided by Heidegger's warning that "Only when we turn thoughtfully toward what 


bas already been thought, will we be turned to use for what must still be 


thought." 3 


We are in debt to Heidegger for pointing to a path of listening to the 


ancients. His critical piety toward the sages Heraclitus and Parmenides 


encourages rethinking our approaches to ancient thought while at the same time 


his own thought affords a contrast to that of the.! Ching's which can help us 


begin to trace, however tentatively, some of the broader lineaments of the 


Classic of Change. This contrast emerges when the question of Identity and 


difference is contemplated on the one band by pondering Heidegger's treatment 


of one of Parmenides' fragments and on the other hand by thinking along the 


lines of a passage in the Shuo Kua, the commentary discussing the trigrams in 


the I Ching. 


A very brief look at this contrast and its implications should be enough 


to indicate the direction of our own line of inquiry into the question of 


Identity and difference in the .! Ching and its suggestions for rethinking the 


problem. 


In his essay, Identity and Difference, Heidegger asks the meaning of 


Parmenides' fragment, "the Same is perceiving (thinking} as well as Being."4 


He then observes that for Parmenides Identity is not, as for the metaphysical 


tradition, a characteristic of Being. Rather, Being is a characteristic of 


Identity; indeed, thinking and Being belong to the Same. 


On the heels of this interpretation of ancient thought he goes on to say, 


"The key word in Parmenides' fragment, TO auT6, the Same, remains obscure. We 


shall leave it obscure. But we shall at the same time take a hint from the 


sentence that begins with this key word... This hint leads him to infer that 


Identity is belonging-together. But now we encounter a shift. While 
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emphasizing and maintaining the element of belonging in belonging together and 


so securing a tension between thinking and Being as at once both held apart 


and held together, the primary pair in the drama of this tension are man and 


Being. Man, whose distinctive characteristic ls thinking, is the one who is 


.. open," "face-to-face" with Being. ..For l t is man, open toward Being who 


. ..s alone lets Being arrive as presence. 


Insofar, then, as we, humankind, belong to Being and Being to us we are 


held together. But this belonging together cannot be experienced authenti-


cally unless the leap is made out of traditional rep re sen ta tional thinking 


into this mutual letting-be present. Being and man are each challenged to 


letting-be within the horizon of the present and so are held apart. Through 


their active nature, wesen, they are offered as a gift to one another. Within 


this tension Identity is transitively itself as the relation of the belonging 


together of Being and man in which, historically, Being grants and refuses 


itself to thought, that is to say, to man. Though Being and man are thus 


appropriated to one another, the realized appropriation or event of letting 


belong together--all its uniqueness notwithstanding--is historically 


determined and "The essence of identity is a property of the event of 


appropriation."
6 


For Heidegger, the coincidence of appropriation and 


letting-be remains historic. The tension of Being's and man's belonging 


together does not open out upon, discover or realize an abiding tranquillity 


for man. 


We cannot be sure that Parmenldes himself realized such tranquillity but 


it is clear that the hint which Heidegger took from this Parmenidean fragment 


has been worked through toward a conclusion that Parmenides, had he come upon 


it, ~ight have regarded as rather foreign to his own understanding of 


Identity. Presocratic thought has no such view of history nor does it rank so 
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exclusively man's place face-to-face with Being. Perhaps Parmenldes' TO auT6, 


Identity, expresses a sheer non-dualism and that Being and thought are 


in-differently related within Identity as their groundless ground, not as 


though Identity is hierarchically prior, but that, in presencing, every 


representable that appears remains within its own home ground. Somehow in 


appearing it is both like and absent from itself no matter how unconcealed the 


disclosure. Identity's transitive relation to itself passes beyond anything 


representable. Since this ultimate letting-be is abidingly the case, 


ontological difference is not essentially historically resolved through 


being's giving itself episodically to the difference. The resolution is 


existential on man's part through his overcoming his own self-misunderstanding. 


Lest this sound far-fetched, we should not lose sight of the context of 


Parmenides' fragments. His statement on Identity is itself precisely 


oracular, mediated to him through the mouth of the goddess of retributive 


Justice, whom he reaches through .. the gate between the ways of day and night," 


_a gate_ he . comes_ypon by_wa~~ road that .. lies far outside the track of 


men." He is guided on this road by "the maiden daughters of Helios," the sun, 


7 the great luminary. 


The crucial distinction here shows itself in his pointing out the gate 


between the ways of day and oight--a gate which only the goddess herself can 


open. The gate lies, then, between the opposites and therefore this discourse 


cannot be adequately measured by the ways of discursive reason alone. The 


goddess speaks from a light whose illumination ls not reducible to the 


ultimate dichotomy for consciousness, namely, subject/object. Where full 


respect for the text obtains, one will no longer attempt to understand 


Parmenides only through the logic of his affirmations and negations. 


With this perspective and these cautions in mind let us turn to another 
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oracle, the .! Ching, and examine a passage in it that most starkly presents 


for thought the problem of Identity and difference. The Shuo Kua, Discussion 


of the Trigrams, section 3 sets up this pattern: "Heaven and earth are 


settled positions. The material energies of mountain and lake inter-permeate 


one another. Thunder and wind spread each other out. Water and fire do not 


shoot at one another. The eight trigrams, intermingling, hone each other." 


This somewhat overliteral translation has the advantage of bringing the images 


of the text into sharp focus, a move made to help clarify the role of their 


8 differences within Identity. 


"Heaven and earth are settled positions" in the sense that their 


respective principles of cause and effect operate unchangingly to produce and 


reproduce. Their category is causality. "Thunder and wind spread each other 


out,•• a temporal movement represented in hexagrams 34 and 42. Thunder's and 


Wind's category is time. "Water and fire do not shoot at one another'" is a 


statement whose verb, she, "to shoot with the bow," points to a spatial 


relationship since the concept of shooting cannot obtain exclusive of 


distance. Their category is space. The second pair in the series, Mountain 


and Lake are most extraordinarily described. Their material energies, ch'i, 


or vital forces '"inter-permeate one another." What does it mean to say that 


Mountain and Lake mutually pass through one another? Clearly, this describes 


a relationship between them that transcends the spatial and temporal since we 


cannot imagine the material force of Mountain communicating itself to Lake 


without displacing Lake's body of water, upon which displacement the Lake 


would be no more. And how is Lake vitally to pass through Mountain without 


dissolving it? These are proper questions if the text is taken seriously as a 


statement of wisdom. As such, it cannot be left as poetry alone nor as 


superstition. Ultimately, what else can it be saying but that Mountain and 
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Lake are absolutely present to one another, in one another, both and neither. 


Both, if their identities remain while thoroughly permeating one another. 


Yet, neither since an absolute interpenetration is unthinkable. We have run 


out of possible essential relations between them and cannot conceive of 


another. Clearly, we are with Alice in Wonderland and must leave it so. What 


in Wonderland is beyond poetry escapes interpretation. Analogously, the 


intuition of non-duality points to Ultimacy, beyond thought and speech (Cf. 


Lao Tzu 1). Yet, the implications of this are far reaching. (It is not 


difficult to see how the Chinese mind was, from earliest times, aware in 


principle of the Hindu-Buddhist catuskotika, the four propositions of 


affirmation, negation, double affirmation, double negation--the latter two, 


"it is both A and not-A .. ; .. it is neither A nor not-A'• are uncongenial to 


Aristotelian logic.) 


Mountain and Lake are described as absolutely present to each other. No 


question here of episodic disclosure or release. Even the Heideggerian 


l h "belonging-together· .. ·- (in- w~ich_the element together is determined by. the -- ----... ...--- -· . ., .... 


belonging) is transcended. Not only is the relation here more original than 


the relata and what is related (Heidegger's formulation reaches this far) but 


it escapes becoming translated phenomenologically into the belonging-together 


of man and Being since the relation between Mountain and Lake reaches beyond 


Logos and Being--beyond Logos in that the relation transcends withness, and 


beyond Being, because beyond the opposition between Being and Non-Being. 


However, lest we lose them entirely, they remain still the children of 


Heaven and Earth. As such, they must manifest latent powers dormant within 


their parents. Why dormant only? Cannot Heaven and Earth determine their own 


potentialities? Whatever might be claimed for Heaven and Earth's power to 


differentiate themselves according to their roles in the Sequence of Later 







Heaven, there is no such power for them shown in the Sequence of Earlier 


Heaven, Fu Hsi's or the Primal Arrangement of trigrams to which the above 


translated paragraph belongs. 
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Heaven and F.arth do generate their children belonging to the Sequence of 


Later Heaven, King Wen's arrangement, through a reciprocal exercise of their 


initiatives. But this results in a change of sex for four of the six 


siblings, the sex of Thunder and Wind remaining the same. In this Sequence, 


Water and Mountain become sons, Fire and Lake, daughters. Furthermore, Heaven 


and Earth no longer hold their primordial stations on the vertical axis of the 


chart~as in the Primal Arrangement--but operate ancillary to their 


representatives Fire and Water who are now stationed on the vertical axis of 


this Later Heaven arrangement. Later Heaven shows a delegation of powers to 


the children, and a radically different exercise of those powers from their 


functions in the Primal Arrangement. 


A profound and mysterious primordiality obtains for all eight trigrams in 


the paragraph .we_ are at the momen~ addressing._ There is more to Fu Hsi's 


arrangement than an abstraction of essential principles in polar relationship. 


For such an abstraction it would not be necessary to look for movement in this 


arrangement of axial opposites. But look for it we must since the hallmark of 


the entire Classic ls change and transformation. This scripture's essential 


feature is the meaning of transition. 


I think it plausible that Fu Hsi's arrangement represents a chart of the 


soli-lunar cycle which shows the principal phases of the moon in her 


progression from the dark to the bright, from waxing crescent,=-.=, to first 


quarter,::::::; to waxing gibbous_, to full moon, ; to waning gibbous, __ , 


to last quarter,=-=, to waning crescent,:=.=• to new moon,_=· or eclipse. 


This keeps the axial opposites in place while at the same time accounts for 
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movement, namely, transitions in the state of relationship between the sun and 


the moon. It also preserves a relative equality of station for all eight 


trigrams. It is the career of the relationship between the sun and the moon 


that Fu Hsi's arrangement exhibits and not, in the first place, any genetic 


dependency of the otherwise six siblings. Their stations or phases in the 


soli-lunar cycle are the material of Fu Hsi's chart. A determination of its 


formal significance rests entirely on the moving career of the relationship 


between the sun and the moon. Yet, in the soli-lunar cycle still another 


material factor must not be slighted, namely, the earth, which bases the 


9 heavenly play of the bright and dark. We shall take up the Earth's role in 


this threefold relationship when we discuss King Wen's arrangement, Later 


Heaven. 


The lunation cycle's symbolic significance for self-cultivation or 


self-awakening--the human spiritual task--should be compared, if possible, to 


a transformational process whose end product differs in form from the form 


_ wLth,-;Whl.-en t:he process .began. . S~uch an analogy will go far toward helping 


define the category to which Mountain and Lake belong, and on that account 


begin to disclose the nature of identity in the !_Ching. The characters of 


Mountain and Lake must be accounted for in transitional relation to their 


other axial polarities or the spiritual function of the totality of the eight 


trigrams will escape us. 


Z. D. Sung, in his The Symbols of the Yi King, relates the eight trigrams 


to the process of distilling water. 10 All eight stages of the process must 


occur in order to form a whole process of distillation. Let Heaven,~, stand 


for the hot water to be vaporized and the steam to be condensed; and Earth, 


for the cold water to be distilled and the cold distilled water. These plus 


the three steps of the evaporating process and the three of the condensing 







process form the whole transformation. The movement can be represented as 


follows: 


1. ==-=. , cold water -- hot water 


2. - - , hot water -- water evaporating 


3. =-= , water evaporating -- steam warming 


4.::::::::: , steam warming -- steam at constant temperature 


S.~ _, steam at constant temperature -- steam cooling 


6.= 
7.=: 


8. 


_, 


- ' 


- . 


steam cooling -- steam condensing 


steam condensing -- hot water 


hot water -- cold water. 


From cold water to distilled cold water there are nine stages and eight 
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changes between them. The third and seventh changes are essentially critical. 


They entail a leap from one level to another. They go beyond an altered 


condition, pien, from cold to hot, a change on the same level. The third and 


seventh changes are transformations, hua, respectively from water in its 


.. ·1.J Ii.quid. form to .steam or. gaseous; and from the. gaseous, steam, to liquid as 


distilled water. The end product is the result of both formal and material 


change, form.al in the change from liquid to gas and material in that distilled 


water is liquid materially transformed. The whole process entails a 


thoroughgoing conversion. 


The third and seventh changes precisely match analogously the waxing 


gibbous, __ , and the waning crescent,:=--, phases of the moon. In the 


successive order of progress within the overall process, these crisis points 


belong to Lake and Mountain. -These two trigrams figure transformation, 


conversion, hua, essentially. Transition, though distinguishable, is, for the 


finite mind, unintelligible. In that sense it is miraculous and given that 


world process is abidingly transformational, miracle and wonder unceasingly 
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define us. 


So deeply and unconsciously ingrained is our prejudice that man is the 


measurer and, indeed, the measure of all things that to assert that wonder 


defines us seems extravagantly fanciful and a subversion of rationality. Yet, 


the question· still stares us in the face: if human nature is the measure of 


all things, how is it that transition, in the strict sense is unintelligible 


to it? Nothing seems easier than to confuse process and transition, e.g., the 


Hegelian notion that death is a moment in the life process. True, we can 


measure the process of coming to birth and the process of dying. But neither 


the coming to birth nor the going toward death are the actual instants of 


birth and death. If, with respect to time, the moment is the measure of 


duration and spatially the smallest unit is the measure of extension, then the 


instant stands clear of them since it neither lasts nor extends. No process 


can be instantaneous. The two most dramatic features of human existence stand 


outside of time and space. 


The third and seventh changes in the octaval progression of the soli


lunar cycle are reflected analogously in the octaval seven-tone musical scale 


from do re mi - to do. Between mi and fa (third and fourth tones) and ti 


and do (seventh and eighth tones) a strict declination occurs. While 


musically pleasing, the retardation at these points gives one pause if 


observed to apply to the rhythm of one's own life. For instance, an activity 


which I begin with a definite end in view is liable to become deflected from 


course at these octaval points where perseverence toward the goal is 


critically tested. (New Year's resolutions usually refer to reinstating 


activities that failed to reach their proper term for want of a sustained 


determination.) On the whole this human phenomenon is taken rather lightly 


• r- -







because so commonplace. However, the matter becomes serious whenever a way 


out of this repetitive cycle is looked for within the context of self


cultivation.11 


11 


Given the plausibility of taking Fu Hsi's Arrangement as a chart of the 


soli-lunar cycle, what .further symbolic suggestion has it for self


cultivation, i.e., for what in the west we term spirituality? The cycle is 


the dance of two lights. Its structure establishes the theme of the bright 


and the dark, the.! Ching's basic image for the duality of the phenomenal 


order within the absolute non-duality of Tao. This translates easily into the 


distinction between the abiding light of awareness which is independent of 


change and the fluctuating light of consciousness which is incorrigibly dual 


because tied to change. Seen within this perspective, the movement is always 


in principle from waning to waxing since the bright, though periodically 


occluded within the dual, i.e., changeful career of phenomena, is never 


extinguished. Neither the brilliance of full moon nor the total occlusion of 


n~w ~moon . are proper symbols for . ~he untrammeled light of awareness nor the 


darkness of unconsciousness. The tension of duality obtains for both. Full 


moon's light is bought at the expense of the widest separation from the sun 


(180°) and the new moon's conjunction with the sun is bought at the expense of 


losing her own reflected light to the sun. Symbolically speaking, at no point 


is this tension relaxed. No gaining of the bright without a compensatory 


loss. Though it is hard to imagine a more apt symbolic structure for the 


career of finite consciousness, without the additional symbolic feature of the 


waxing gibbous and waning crescent phases expressed in the trigrams of Lake 


and Mountain respectively, the way out of the interminable round of pleasure 


and pain, waking and sleeping (consciousness' carrousel of ups and downs), 
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would never a ppear. 


The way out is precisely through the instant, the intemporal gate of 


qualitative transformation. The yoga of self-cultivation ·bears on the opening 


of this gate through a preparation which is necessary though not sufficient if 


the gate is to open. The yoga is not sufficient because it is ordered to an 


end that will not yield to training as such. Training does not rise above 


transient activity, a means to an end that lies outside the instrument taken 


to reach it. In this sense, wei wu-wei cannot be a method. The yoga is 


necessary, for without self-examination one remains without visceral awareness 


of the instant's access to a higher, a transformed quality of existence. 


Self-cultivation is not the cause of self-awakening, but it is the necessary 


and proximate source of it. The ultimate cause and source of it remains Tao, 


but the character of that ultimacy lies beyond thought and speech. 


This next and last section of the essay will touch on an inter-


- relationship between the Arrangements of Earlier and Later Heavens (Fu Hsi's -:--


and King Wen's/ and its significance for the transformation of human nature. 


Fortunately, we have in the! Ching a complete text and are spared on 


that account the grave uncertainties that attend study of other ancient texts 


that have come down to us as fragments, e.g., Heraclitus and Parmenides. Yet, 


this good fortune brings with it the danger that we might take for granted 


that the character of the text is patently obvious, as though we already know 


and understand the full meaning of oracular thought and practice. The danger 


of such a shallow approach is not that it remains oblivious of depth--a 


serious enough oversight--but that it is oblivious of its own posture. It 


misses the issue for oracular thought, namely, that the disclosure is not the 


disclosea nor the doer the ultimate agent of the deed. 
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In the sphere of oracular thought, both thinking · and willing are bent on 


remaining awake to the movement of disclosure and the shape of destiny. This 


is to take up one's abode within the question itself and never to leave it. 


To remain abidingly within the question is to forgo the self-trumped up 


certain·ty that my subjecthood is the measure of whatever is object to it. 
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Such a dualistic perspective fatally misses its own collapse into the stand


point of con-sciousness which cannot tolerate that the issues of the unthought 


and the unpossessed must ever elude its grasp. These are the issues for 


oracular thought and practice: the unthought and the unpossessed may be 


contemplated and sought but one can never look upon nor touch them bare. 


This is enough to warn against taking anything for granted in our study 


of the Oracle. The discussion of an interrelationship between the wheels of 


Earlier and Later Heaven is ventured with those cautions in mind. 


As noted above, Fu Hsi's soli-lunar arrangement is an analogy for the 


abiding light of awareness--independent of change--and the fluctuating light 


-~{_consciousness which is incorrigibly dual because tied to change. The 


lunation cycle is a beautiful -image of timelessness in that the procession 


from dark to bright and bright to dark never changes, i.e., it is a movement 


that changelessly changes. Analogously, the relation between awareness and 


consciousness is timeless. Awareness secures the intuition of Identity above 


and beyond the operation of personal memory which, strictly speaking, is 


notoriously unreliable; yet, despite that inefficiency, we never lose our hold 


on self-presence. Even amnesiacs whose personal memory is virtually lost do 


not lose their sense of self-presence, on the strength of which they recognize 


their crippling disfunction. The lunation cycle is a perfectly· symmetrical 


alternation of the dark and the bright. As such, it images, against the 


background of awareness, the formal character of the career of consciousness 
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from the darkness of impression only (new moon) to the brightness of 


expression only (full moon). Tentatively, we might trace this career full 


circle from new moon,~ ~' to new moon as follows: ~' impression to 


intuition,- - , to perception,--=, to imagination, , to expression,-, to 


feeling,~, back to impression, ___...• These assignments are suggestive only 


and require further ' examination. They are useful to indicate the rhythm in 


the movement of consciousness from dark to bright to dark to - - - - ate. 


The beautiful symmetry of this movement does not include the possibility 


of failure and on that account cannot portray the existential pathos inherent 


in both finite success and failure. Even the good cannot exist nor have 


meaning without testing itself against the possibility or actuality of evil, 


or both. On the other hand, the material career of generation and corruption 


which King Wen's Later Heaven Arrangement portrays is equally vapid as an 


annual and diurnal cycle of birth and death, flourishing and decay without the 


possibility of self-transcension. Fu Hsi's cosmic pattern wants a medium for 


self-t~sting without which enlight~nment remains a fanciful notion; and King 


Wen's cosmic pattern wants the very possibility of self-liberation. These 


privations can be met in principle if the two charts are brought to coincide. 


When King Wen's arrangement is superimposed upon Fu Hsi's a tripartite 


order discloses itself. The light of awareness, spirit, and the mutability of 


consciousness, soul, illuminate the material medium, body, through which they 


shine. This is intimated by Richard Wilhelm's remark: .. To understand fully, 


one must always visualize the Inner-World Arrangement as transparent, with the 


Primal Arrangement shining through it. Thus when we come to the trigram Li, 


we come at the same time upon the ruler Ch'ien, who governs with his face 


12 turned to the south" (W/B 271). Since Wilhelm does not pursue further his 


insightful suggestion of a primordial transparency it remains a seminal 
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invitation to work the matter through. (This essay is an effo.rt to contribute 


to that end within the perspective of self-cultivation.) 


On bringing these two charted wheels together so that Fu Hsi's "shines 


through" King Wen's, the provision for one's own self-testing appears. For 


instance, beginning the cycle again with the waxing crescent,-=-=:, at the 


north-east, this trigram, Thunder, "shines through" the trigram;=.-=, 


Mor ntain. Here two sons meet. Mountain in the Inner World Arrangement has 


changed from daughter (Fu Hsi) to son and represents "the mysterious place 


where all things begin and end, where death and birth pass into one another" 


(W/B 652). Mountain, here, represents the epitome of right timing--precisely 


the first concern of intuition,~, Thunder. 


On keeping in mind the principle that Earlier Heaven is to be seen as 


shining through Later Heaven, the coincidence of the two charts reveals a 


tension between two cycles. The cycle of the celestial dark and bright is 


brought to underlie the terrestrial cycle of warm and cold earthly seasons. 


Fo£_ ___ _i_ns tance, the waxing _crescen t ..... moon, - , Thunder, ••shines through" the _ • 


dark and cold of ·1ate winter~ Mountain, where death and life pass into 


one another. Symbolically, this means that the drama of the lunation cycle is 


played out upon the field of earth's own temporal cycle. 


On analogizing the above to the career of self-cultivation, the joining 


of these two charts is fraught with great meaning, all the suggestions f or 


which cannot be brought within the compass of this introductory paper. 


Suffice it, for now, to say that the first glimmer of light for consciousness 


is intuition. But intuition is always circumstanced by possibilities and can 


offer only negative counsel. One must interpret its warning against moving 


forward or staying put and risk translating that negative summons into 


whatever positive action seems implied. From the side of theoretical 
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consciousness the risk is minimal since reflexive consciousness has always 


something to reflect on. The risk comes into its own in the practical order 


where to disobey intuition's warning can sometimes kill the body. Persons who 


live close to physical danger have no need to hear this explained. 


However, in the order of self-cultivation it is not first of all physical 


death that poses the abiding risk but death to self-awakening. Self-awakening 


is contingent upon an alert relation to duality. As the caterpillar indraws 


itself so ~s to stretch forward, so for consciousness does the past in some 
~ 


measure imply the future and the present the past. Looking backward with 


detachment serves looking ahead and discerning the shadows of the future 


depends upon unattaching oneself emotionally from the present. In every case 


this requires a tranquil cent.ering between the opposites. So, for the 


Thunder;:::..-=:., of Earlier Heaven to shine through the Mountain,~, of Later 


Heaven imposes the task of obeying intuition's warning against becoming 


confused by the apparent contradiction of life-in-death and death-in-life on 


the field of psycho-biological phenomena. Such confusion invariably 


precipitates ill-timing, the results of which occasion further confusion. If 


this is the case for the ordinary life lived in the ordinary way, how much 


more so for the yoga of self-cultivation where one's self-relation is ever on 


the line. 


Let us see if the Shuo Kua supports this possible interpretation. The 


paragraph translated earlier on which describes the distribution of the 


trigrams within the soli-lunar cycle is immediately succeeded by the follow-


ing: ·eounting that which is going into the past depends on the forward 


movement. Knowing that which is to come depends on the backward movement. 


This is why the book. of Changes has backward-moving numbers" (W/B 265). This 


rendering from the Wilhelm/Baynes translation is obscure though much less so 
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than that of Legge's. Given Wilhelm's commentary on it (W/B 266-7) it is 


clear that he was of the opinion that the Chart of Earlier Heaven was 


constructed to represent earth's natural forces "taking effect as pairs of 


opposites." On the strength of this, knowledge of the past "is present as a 


latent cause in the effects it produces" and knowledge of the future "is being 


prepared as an effect by its causes--like seeds that, in contracting, consoli-


date." This commentary serves both the Shuo Kua' s third and fourth sections 


which he sees as treating the Sequence of Earlier Heaven in essentially the 


same way, namely, as terrestrial process in a double movement, clockwise and 


anti-clockwise. Vegetation expands to determine passing events and contracts 


into seeds, a movement through which one can know the future. 


Yet, for all its cosmic suggestibility, this translation and interpre


tation of the paragraph has little if anything to offer the student of 


self-cultivation. On the other hand, when the paragraph is thought and 


translated through the perspective of self-cultivation, common words for 


natural -process serve now as ~etaphors for self-inquiry and awakening. 


Thinking the original through within this context is a "letting-be" of the 


truth of the text, i.e., a letting it disclose itself out of its hiding within 


spiritual metaphor into a clearing for the mind of Tao. Such a translation 


must, above all, bring into the open the ultimately original Identity, 


awareness, in whose light duality is apprehended as instrumental only, a 


refraction of the self-same, and in no way independent of it. This refrac-


tion, duality, is wondrously no less Tao than Tao itself. 


Within this perspective the paragraph may be rendered, "Fathoming (shu) 


the past (wang) depends on willingness (shun) to let it go. Understanding the 


coming (lai) future depends on letting oneself be destined toward (ni) it. 
~- --


Therefore the Classic of Change looks forward to the future wisely and 
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correctly fathoms the past." 


Two aspects of this paragraph are of critical importance for our discus


sion. The paragraph falls between the description of Fu Hsi' s arrangement and 


King Wen's. One might consider it, then, as possibly stating a principle or 


principles that apply equally to both charts. Secondly, it presents a double 


movement of intellect and will. The intelligibility of the past is forfeited 


unless one consents to let it go, i.e., to give up trying to possess it. 


Grasping the character of the future coming to hand requires the willingness 


to allow it to become embodied in oneself--in this sense, one's becoming "a 


living sacrifice" to it (to employ a biblical phrase, Rom. 12:1-2). 


This double movement exhibits a counter-tension, at once a holding on and 


letting go. A pure act of intellectual attention holds to its object, but an 


adequate grasp of the object depends on letting it be, i.e., letting go of any 


possessiveness toward it. Now the pathos inherent to the relationship between 


the activities of F.arlier Heaven and Later Heaven discloses itself. Unlike 


_ awarenes.s, · the- sense.. of _sel_f-Jg"e~~nc~, consciousness is indefeasibly tied to 


appearance, its object. Appearance is always changing. Therefore, unless 


consciousness is centered in awareness and irradiated by it, consciousness 


knows no stability and must remain anxious. 


The soli-lunar chart, the chart of untrammeled consciousness has for its 


object the earth's diurnal and annual seasonal cycle. This object occasions 


for consciousness the possibility of becoming trapped, imprisoned (trammeled) 


in the inanity of mere material change, a process of transient appearances and 


so without a hope of becoming satisfied by its own exercise. On the other 


hand, consciousness is not coerced to identify itself with its object even 


while contemplating it. Letting the object be opens a space, one might say, 


for Identity to disclose itself as awareness which cannot know anxiety since 
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its only object is itself, namely the self-same. Earlier Heaven's "shining 


through" Later Heaven is the condition of original nature (hsing). 


Transparency to original nature from the side of personality is obscured while 


attachment to one's self-image obtains or attachment to any object of con-


sciousness. 


However existentially self-bound consciousness might be as a condition 


endemic to the human species, original .nature is essentially free and there-
I 


fore self-bondage is 1 tself an illusion, though in the practical order the 


illusion's dreadful consequences are experienced as real. Spiritual awakening 


consists in discovering this as the case. Such a discovery cannot become an 


actuality except through the freely willed negation of the possibility of 


identifying with one's idea of oneself. 


The chart of Later Heaven images the terrestrial occasions for self-


corrupting one's relation to the continuum of change but none of these 


occasions can coerce this self-betrayal, this fall into anxiety. When natural 


pro~ss is contemplated free from the human projection upon it of self- -~---


~ 


identification, - the- career of natural history appears supremely beautiful. 


The paradigm of the relation between these two charts implies a view of 


human nature which cannot be reduced to material process nor to ideal form. 


On the contrary, human nature occupies the intersection and interplay between 


original wakefulness--awareness--and the instant by instant occasion for 


falling into self-misunderstanding. Abiding alertly in this intersection is 


to expect the unexpected (hexagram 25, Wu Wang) within the counter-tension of 


holding on and letting go, self-paused between the unthought and unpossessed, 


the issues for thinking and willing; as, inclusively, and spiritually 


understood, man's very own being is always in crisis, always the question, the 


issue for himself. 
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To repeat: human nature occupies the intersection and interplay between 


original wakefulness--awareness--and the instant by instant occasion for 


falling into self-misunderstanding. This occasion is brought forward from the 


side of consciousness whose domain is the field of the phenomenal, the 


ever-changing panorama of appearances. \./hat makes this so difficult to 
. 


discover is the tenacity with which self-misunderstanding clings to its own 


ontological and epistemological reduction to a single imagined of self 


and knowledge. Spiritual yoga bas no other aim than to loosen this death grip 


upon that false notion of self and knowing. 


The great advantage in studying how the movement of Earlier Heaven shines 


through Later Heaven is that this dual structure specifies exactly the quality 


and form of the encounter between the eight functions of consciousness (soli-


lunar analogy) and their correlative :;iaterial conditions (terrestrial seasonal 


analogy). A few words earlier on illustrated this by noting how intuition 


symbolized by Thunder,---=:., is structurally bound to shine through the 


material _con_d_i_tLon,_ situation , ("the time" as the Classic calls it). As to 


whether from the human side the shining through will be luminous or 


darkly--even demonically--distorted turns on whether the duality is engaged 


through the mind of Tao or the mind prone to err. When engaged through the 


mind of Tao duality is gratefully acknowledged as the condition without which 


the intuition of Identity or non-duality could not obtain. When duality is 


engaged through the mind prone to err the relation between subject and object 


is advesarial and alienated. Self-identification and attachment are reflected 


back upon the subject infinitely which magnifies his self-generated anxiety 


accordingly. 


The formal coincidence of these ~Jo charts is a relatively simple 


exegetical device. Interpreting it is not a simple task since the entire text 
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of the Classic favors the perspective of the wheel of Later Heaven, especially 


in respect of the gender change of the trigrams Water and Fire, Mountain and 


Lake. This earthly bias is not difficult to understand since the Oracle is 


nothing if not practical, its function being to illuminate decision-making. 


However, decision-making is always in the context of perspective and the 


deeper reaches of the book disclose themselves only when through self-


questioning the twin sacrifices of present body and mind are welcomed 


simultaneously. This means that upon each present instant the body is 


permitted the impress of the future and the mind willingly lets go of reliance 


on the past as the sole determinant of present judgment. A noetic assent to 


this cannot stand in for its practical execution. (A long apprenticeship to 


self-inquiry is usually required before this disclaimer is discovered as 


behaviorally the case.) 


The philosophical objection to such a double sacrifice within the same 


instant is that one cannot think both sacrifices at once since simultaneous 


meQ~l action_ is not possible. Agreed. But this is precisely the point, 


namely, that wu-wei and Wu Wang - (the Oracle's equivalent) are not calculated 


means toward envisioned ends, whether these ends are realized transiently or 


immanently. The whole calculus of means and ends does not apply, neither do 


the opposites action/inaction, movement/stasis. Human wu-wei is the intem-


poral equivalent of '"Tao never acts, yet nothing is left undone·· (Lao Tzu 37) 


and hexagram 25 lines 1, 2, 4 which then changes to hexagram 59 whose 


correlative lines 1, 2, 4 describe the social reflection of uncontrived 


action. Uncontrived action is knack at its utmost and, like transition, 


essentially beyond the mental categories of time, space and causality. It is 


the intemporal, indefinable resolution within every instant of the tension of 


duality as the condition of intuiting Identity. 
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We have seen how the charts of F.arlier and Later Heaven when brought to 


coincide imply that the career of consciousness has intrinsic to it the 


potentially saving occasion for consciousness to identify with its idea of 


itself, i.e., for self-deception. The occasion is a saving one since it 


presents the possibility for self-betrayal. Just as the possibility of evil 


is the condition of . the good, so the possibility of self-betrayal is the 


condition of self-awakening. My freely willed negation upon every instant of 


the possibility of self-betrayal allows timely action (~-wei) to flow through 


me. Though ~-wei, as such, is indefinable, its condition is self


demonstrable through the yoga of self-cultivation. This freely willed 


negation is attitudinal, not self-consciously calculated. 


Not only is the occasion for self-betrayal intrinsic to the career of 


consciousness but so is the non-coercive suasion to self-awakening. This is 


beautifully indicated in the Judgment for hexagram 52, Keeping Still, 


Mountain: "He no longer clutches at his personal self." I.e., he no longer 


identifies with his body; no longer reduces self-identity to his body or body 


image: On the. wheel of Earlier Heaven, Mountain is situated in the north


west, symbolized also as the waning crescent, the last sliver of light before 


the eclipse . But the wheel of Later Heaven holds the trigram of heaven at 


this same cusp. The trigram of the Creative re-energizes the waning yang 


force, the bright, which has in the trigram of Mountain become almost lost. 


And this renewed impulse to complete the full cycle of change carries the 


otherwise quiescent Mountain power to unite with the sun during the conjunc


tion of new moon. Fittingly, this heavenly recharging is from the side of 


Later Heaven, the terrestrial chart, implying that Heaven and F.arth are non


dually related, their distinction being ultimately a creature of consciousness 


only. 
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Similarly from the position of Lake in the wheel of Earlier Heaven where 


the expansion of the bright is reaching toward its utmost, it being one cusp 


removed from full moon, the influence of Wind in the terrestrial chart is 


brought to bear to moderate expansion. Wind's action in the chart of Later 


Heaven is described in the Shuo Kua as gathering together, proportioning 


things each to each: The exuberant play of Lake's mirror-sheen and 


imagination is bound to the logos of Wind which influences content (the 


bright) not to dissolve form (the dark) but to irradiate it proportionately 


according to the nature of each thing. 
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This brings us full circle to recall once again the power of Mountain and 


Lake within Earlier Heaven to interpermeate one another and the problems that 


poses for reason. Yet, when this power is refracted through the existential 


order of Later Heaven, i.e., shines through it, reason, the darling of 


consciousness receives its due, while awareness, upon every instant, 


continuingly draws the duality of consciousness to its proper vocation, to 


occasion the self's awakening to non-duality, Identity. 
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On approaching an ancient classic of wisdom whether of our own or 


another's culture, we of the twentieth century are beset by at least two 


serious privations, one perspectival and the other constitutional. In the 


first place we are disinclined to listen receptively to the text. We have 


been brought up on the Whig theory of history which holds that the most 


advanced point in time is the point of highest development, therefore our 


thinking must now be more adequate than that of those who thought before us. 


Such a perspective and posture screens out what otherwise might gain in us a 


thoughtful admittance. 


Secondly, the way of the sage, though describable, is not transferable. 


One is not born fulfilled in wisdom nor does age essentially bestow it. It 


must be earned through unflagging self-examination and since that activity is 


not publicly verifiable, communities of learning are hard pressed to measure 


it. So, in philosophy departments and seminaries across the land the wisdom 


tradition is rarely, if ever, studied in its own terms. 


This is not a modern problem. The ancient world knew it also. The 


problem is addressed specifically by Lao Tzu in his well known observation 


that though his doctrine is both easy to understand and practice, few if any 


1 can understand and practice it. The.!. Ching takes it for granted in its 


reiterated distinction between the chUn tzu and the hsiao jen--respectively, 


2 the profound and shallow persons. Then, as now, most of us mistake this 


contrast for an invidious comparison yet, ironically, we look wildly about for 


a sage whenever the sky falls in. 


Despite these seemingly insuperable difficulties and my own brashness I 


intend, here, to approach the .!. Ching as a book of wisdom, a manual for 


self-cultivation in the hope of learning to listen to it. I hope also to be 
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guided by Heidegger's warning that "Only when we turn thoughtfully toward what 


has already been thought, will we be turned to use for what must still be 


thought." 3 


We are in debt to Heidegger for pointing to a path of listening to the 


ancients. His critical piety toward the sages Heraclitus and Parmenides 


encourages rethinking our approaches to ancient thought while at the same time 


his own thought affords a contrast to that of the! Ching's which can help us 


begin to trace, however tentatively, some of the broader lineaments of the 


Classic of Change. This contrast emerges when the question of Identity and 


difference is contemplated on the one hand by pondering Heidegger's treatment 


of one of Parmenides' fragments and on the other hand by thinking along the 


lines of a passage in the Shuo Kua, the commentary discussing the trigrams in 


the I Ching. 


A very brief look at this contrast and its implications should be enough 


to indicate the direction of our own line of inquiry into the question of 


Identity and difference in the! Ching and its suggestions for rethinking the 


problem. 


Ia his essay, Identity and Difference, Heidegger asks the meaning of 


4 Parmenides' fragment, "the Same is perceiving (thinking) as well as Being." 


He then observes that for Parmenides Identity is not, as for the metaphysical 


tradition, a characteristic of Being. Rather, Being is a characteristic of 


Identity; indeed, thinking and Being belong to the Same. 


On the heels of this interpretation of ancient thought he goes on to say, 


"The key word in Parmenides' fragment, TO a.uT6 , the Same, remains obscure. We 


shall leave it obscure. But we shall at the same time take a hint from the 


sentence that begins with this key word." This hint leads him to infer that 


Identity is belonging-together. But now we encounter a shift. While 
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emphasizing and maintaining the element of belonging in belonging together and 


so securing a tension between thinking and Being as at once both held apart 


and held together, the primary pair in the drama of this tension are man and 


Being. Man, whose distinctive characteristic is thinking, is the one who is 


"open, .. "face-to-face" with Being. '"For it is man, open toward Being who 


5 alone lets Being arrive as presence.'" 


Insofar, then, as we, humankind, belong to Being and Being to us we are 


held together. But this belonging together cannot be experienced authenti-


cally unless the leap is made out of traditional representational thinking 


into this mutual letting-be present. Being and man are each challenged to 


letting-be within the horizon of the present and so are held apart. Through 


their active nature, wesen, they are offered as a gift to one another. Within 


this tension Identity is transitively itself as the relation of the belonging 


together of Being and man in which, historically, Being grants and refuses 


itself to thought, that is to say, to man. Though Being and man are thus 


appropriated to one another, the realized appropriation or event of letting 


belong together--all its uniqueness notwithstanding--is historically 


determined and "The essence of identity is a property of the event of 


6 appropriation.'" For Heidegger, the coincidence of appropriation and 


letting-be remains historic. The tension of Being's and man's belonging 


together does not open out upon, discover or realize an abiding tranquillity 


for man. 


We cannot be sure that Parmenides himself realized such tranquillity but 


it is clear that the hint which Heidegger took from this Parmenidean fragment 


has been worked through toward a conclusion that Parmenides, had he come upon 


it, might have regarded as rather foreign to his own understanding of 


Identity. Presocratic thought has no such view of history nor does it rank so 
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exclusively man's place face-to-face with Being. Perhaps Parmenides' TO auTo , 


Identity, expresses a sheer non-dualism and that Being and thought are 


in-differently related within Identity as their groundless ground, not as 


though Identity is hierarchically prior, but that, in presencing, every 


representable that appears remains within its own home ground. Somehow in 


appearing it is both like and absent from itself no matter how unconcealed the 


disclosure. Identity's transitive relation to itself passes beyond anything 


representable. Since this ultimate letting-be is abidingly the case, 


ontological difference is not essentially historically resolved through 


being's giving itself episodically to the difference. The resolution is 


existential on man's part through his overcoming his own self-misunderstanding. 


Lest this sound far-fetched, we should not lose sight of the context of 


Parmenides' fragments. His statement on Identity is itself precisely 


oracular, mediated to him through the mouth of the goddess of retributive 


Justice, whom he reaches through "the gate between the ways of day and night," 


a gate he comes upon by way of a road that "lies far outside the track of 


men." He is guided on this road by "the maiden daughters of Helios," the sun, 


7 the great luminary. 


The crucial distinction here shows itself in his pointing out the gate 


between the ways of day and night--a gate which only the goddess herself can 


open. The gate lies, then, between the opposites and therefore this discourse 


cannot be adequately measured by the ways of discursive reason alone. The 


goddess speaks from a light whose illumination is not reducible to the 


ultimate dichotomy for consciousness, namely, subject/object. Where full 


respect for the text obtains, one will no longer attempt to understand 


Parmenides only through the logic of his affirmations and negations. 


With this perspective and these cautions in mind let us turn to another 
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oracle, the.!. Ching, and examine a passage in it that most starkly presents 


for thought the problem of Identity and difference. The Shuo Kua, Discussion 


of the Trigrams, section 3 sets up this pattern: "Heaven and earth are 


settled positions. The material energies of mountain and lake inter-permeate 


one another. Thunder and wind spread each other out. Water and fire do not 


shoot at one another. The eight trigrams, intermingling, hone each other." 


This somewhat overliteral translation has the advantage of bringing the images 


of the text into sharp focus, a move made to help clarify the role of their 


8 differences within Identity. 


"Heaven and earth are settled positions" in the sense that their 


respective principles of cause and effect operate unchangingly to produce and 


reproduce. Their category is causality. "Thunder and wind spread each other 


out," a temporal movement represented in hexagrams 34 and 42. Thunder's and 


Wind's category is time. "Water and fire do not shoot at one another" is a 


statement whose verb, she, "to shoot with the bow," points to a spatial 


relationship since the concept of shooting cannot obtain exclusive of 


distance. Their category is space. The second pair in the series, Mountain 


and Lake are most extraordinarily described. Their material energies, ch'i, 


or vital forces "inter-permeate one another." What does it mean to say that 


Mountain and Lake mutually pass through one another? Clearly, this describes 


a relationship between them that transcends the spatial and temporal since we 


cannot imagine the material force of Mountain communicating itself to Lake 


without displacing Lake's body of water, upon which displacement the Lake 


would be no more. And how is Lake vitally to pass through Mountain without 


dissolving it? These are proper questions if the text is taken seriously as a 


statement of wisdom. As such, it cannot be left as poetry alone nor as 


superstition. Ultimately, what else can it be saying but that Mountain and 







Lake are absolutely present to one another, in one another, both and neither. 


Both, if their identities remain while thoroughly permeating one another. 
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Yet, neither since an absolute interpenetration is unthinkable. We have run 


out of possible essential relations between them and cannot conceive of 


another. Clearly, we are with Alice in Wonderland and must leave it so. What 


in Wonderland is beyond poetry escapes interpretation. Analogously, the 


intuition of non-duality points to Ultimacy, beyond thought and speech (Cf. 


Lao Tzu 1). Yet, the implications of this are far reaching. (It is not 


difficult to see how the Chinese mind was, from earliest times, aware in 


principle of the Hindu-Buddhist catuskotika, the four propositions of 


affirmation, negation, double affirmation, double negation--the latter two, 


"it is both A and not-A"; "it is neither A nor not-A" are uncongenial to 


Aristotelian logic.) 


Mountain and Lake are described as absolutely present to each other. No 


question here of episodic disclosure or release. Even the Heideggerian 


"belonging-together" (in which the element together is determined by the 


belonging) is transcended. Not only is the relation here more original than 


the relata and what is related (Heidegger's formulation reaches this far) but 


it escapes becoming translated phenomenologically into the belonging-together 


of man and Being since the relation between Mountain and Lake reaches beyond 


Logos and Being--beyond Logos in that the relation transcends withness, and 


beyond Being, because beyond the opposition between Being and Non-Being. 


However, lest we lose them entirely, they remain still the children of 


Heaven and Earth. As such, they must manifest latent powers dormant within 


their parents. Why dormant only? Cannot Heaven and Earth determine their own 


potentialities? Whatever might be claimed for Heaven and Earth's power to 


differentiate themselves according to their roles in the Sequence of Later 







Heaven, there is no such power for them shown in the Sequence of Earlier 


Heaven, Fu Hsi's or the Primal Arrangement of trigrams to which the above 


translated paragraph belongs. 
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Heaven and Earth do generate their children belonging to the Sequence of 


Later Heaven, King Wen's arrangement, through a reciprocal exercise of their 


initiatives. But this results in a change of sex for four of the six 


siblings, the sex of Thunder and Wind remaining the same. In this Sequence, 


Water and Mountain become sons, Fire and Lake, daughters. Furthermore, Heaven 


and Earth no longer hold their primordial stations on the vertical axis of the 


chart--as in the Primal Arrangement--but operate ancillary to their 


representatives Fire and Water who are now stationed on the vertical axis of 


this Later Heaven arrangement. Later Heaven shows a delegation of powers to 


the children, and a radically different exercise of those powers from their 


functions in the Primal Arrangement. 


A profound and mysterious primordiality obtains for all eight trigrams in 


the paragraph we are at the moment addressing. There is more to Fu Hsi's 


arrangement than an abstraction of essential principles in polar relationship. 


For such an abstraction it would not be necessary to look for movement in this 


arrangement of axial opposites. But look for it we must since the hallmark of 


the entire Classic is change and transformation. This scripture's essential 


feature is the meaning of transition. 


I think it plausible that Fu Hsi's arrangement represents a chart of the 


soli-lunar cycle which shows the principal phases of the moon in her 


progression from the dark to the bright, from waxing crescent,:::....::., to first 


quarter,::::::; to waxing gibbous;:__, to full moon, ; to waning gibbous,:::-:, 


to last quarter,=-::, to waning crescent,=.=, to new moon,~:=, or eclipse. 


This keeps the axial opposites in place while at the same time accounts for 
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movement, namely, transitions in the state of relationship between the sun and 


the moon. It also preserves a relative equality of station for all eight 


trigrams. It is the career of the relationship between the sun and the moon 


that Fu Hsi's arrangement exhibits and not, in the first place, any genetic 


dependency of the otherwise six siblings. Their stations or phases in the 


soli-lunar cycle are the material of Fu Hsi's chart. A determination of its 


formal significance rests entirely on the moving career of the relationship 


between the sun and the moon. Yet, in the soli-lunar cycle still another 


material factor must not be slighted, namely, the earth, which bases the 


9 heavenly play of the bright and dark. We shall take up the Earth's role in 


this threefold relationship when we discuss King Wen's arrangement, Later 


Heaven. 


The lunation cycle's symbolic significance for self-cultivation or 


self-awakening--the human spiritual task--should be compared, if possible, to 


a transformational process whose end product differs in form from the form 


with which the process began. Such an analogy will go far toward helping 


define the category to which Mountain and Lake belong, and on that account 


begin to disclose the nature of identity in the .!. Ching. The characters of 


Mountain and Lake must be accounted for in transitional relation to their 


other axial polarities or the spiritual function of the totality of the eight 


trigrams will escape us. 


Z. D. Sung, in his The Symbols of the Yi King, relates the eight trigrams 


to the process of distilling water. 10 All eight stages of the process must 


occur in order to form a whole process of distillation. Let Heaven,~, stand 


for the hot water to be vaporized and the steam to be condensed; and Earth, 


for the cold water to be distilled and the cold distilled water. These plus 


the three steps of the evaporating process and the three of the condensing 
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process form the whole transformation. The movement can be represented as 


follows: 


l.==-==.. , cold water -- hot water 


2. - - , hot water -- water evaporating 


3 • .:=::::::, , water evaporating -- steam warming 


4.::::::::: , steam warming --- steam at constant temperature 


5.==-=:. , steam at constant temperature -- steam cooling 


6.==-=:..., steam cooling --- steam condensing 


- , steam condensing -- hot water 


- , hot water -- cold water. 


From cold water to distilled cold water there are nine stages and eight 


changes between them. The third and seventh changes are essentially critical. 


They entail a leap from one level to another. They go beyond an altered 


condition, pien, from cold to hot, a change on the same level. The third and 


seventh changes are transformations, hua, respectively from water in its 


liquid form to steam or gaseous and from the gaseous, steam, to liquid as 


distilled water. The end product is the result of both formal and material 


change, formal in the change from liquid to gas and material in that distilled 


water is liquid materially transformed. The whole process entails a 


thoroughgoing conversion. 


The third and seventh changes precisely match analogously the waxing 


gibbous,~, and the waning crescent, , phases of the moon. In the 


successive order of progress within the overall process, these crisis points 


belong to Lake and Mountain. -These two trigrams figure transformation, 


conversion, hua, essentially. Transition, though distinguishable, is, for the 


finite mind, unintelligible. In that sense it is miraculous and given that 


world process is abidingly transformational, miracle and wonder unceasingly 
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define us. 


So deeply and unconsciously ingrained is our prejudice that man is the 


measurer and, indeed, the measure of all things that to assert that wonder 


defines us seems extravagantly fanciful and a subversion of rationality. Yet, 


the question still stares us in the face: if human nature is the measure of 


all things, how is it that transition, in the strict sense is unintelligible 


to it? Nothing seems easier than to confuse process and transition, e.g., the 


Hegelian notion that death is a moment in the life process. True, we can 


measure the process of coming to birth and the process of dying. But neither 


the coming to birth nor the going toward death are the actual instants of 


birth and death. If, with respect to time, the moment is the measure of 


duration and spatially the smallest unit is the measure of extension, then the 


instant stands clear of them since it neither lasts nor extends. No process 


can be instantaneous. The two most dramatic features of human existence stand 


outside of time and space. 


The third and seventh changes in the octaval progression of the soli


lunar cycle are reflected analogously in the octaval seven-tone musical scale 


from do re mi - to do. Between mi and fa (third and fourth tones) and ti 


and do (seventh and eighth tones) a strict declination occurs. While 


musically pleasing, the retardation at these points gives one pause if 


observed to apply to the rhythm of one's own life. For instance, an activity 


which I begin with a definite end in view is liable to become deflected from 


course at these octaval points where perseverence toward the goal is 


critically tested. (New Year's resolutions usually refer to reinstating 


activities that failed to reach their proper term for want of a sustained 


determination.) On the whole this human phenomenon is taken rather lightly 







because so commonplace. However, the matter becomes serious whenever a way 


out of this repetitive cycle is looked for within the context of self


cultivation.11 


Given the plausibility of taking Fu Hsi's Arrangement as a chart of the 


soli-lunar cycle, what further symbolic suggestion has it for self-


11 


cul tivation, i.e., for what in the west we term spirituality? The cycle is 


the dance of two lights. Its structure establishes the theme of the bright 


and the dark, the.!. Ching's basic image for the duality of the phenomenal 


order within the absolute non-duality of Tao. This translates easily into the 


distinction between the abiding light of awareness which is independent of 


change and the fluctuating light of consciousness which is incorrigibly dual 


because tied to change. Seen within this perspective, the movement is always 


in principle from waning to waxing since the bright, though periodically 


occluded within the dual, i.e., changeful career of phenomena, is never 


extinguished. Neither the brilliance of full moon nor the total occlusion of 


new moon are proper symbols for the untrammeled light of awareness nor the 


darkness of unconsciousness. The tension of duality obtains for both. Full 


moon's light is bought at the expense of the widest separation from the sun 


(180°) and the new moon's conjunction with the sun is bought at the expense of 


losing her own reflected light to the sun. Symbolically speaking, at no point 


is this tension relaxed. No gaining of the bright without a compensatory 


loss. Though it is hard to imagine a more apt symbolic structure for the 


career of finite consciousness, without the additional symbolic feature of the 


waxing gibbous and waning crescent phases expressed in the trigrams of Lake 


and Mountain respectively, the way out of the interminable round of pleasure 


and pain, waking and sleeping (consciousness' carrousel of ups and downs), 
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would never appear. 


The way out is precisely through the instant, the intemporal gate of 


qualitative transformation. The yoga of self-cultivation bears on the opening 


of this gate through a preparation which is necessary though not sufficient if 


the gate is to open. The yoga is not sufficient because it is ordered to an 


end that will not yield to training as such. Training does not rise above 


transient activity, a means to an end that lies outside the instrument taken 


to reach it. In this sense, we i wu-we i cannot be a method. The yoga is 


necessary, for without self-examination one remains without visceral awareness 


of the instant's access to a higher, a transformed quality of existence. 


Self-cultivation is not the cause of self-awakening, but it is the necessary 


and proximate source of it. The ultimate cause and source of it remains Tao, 


but the character of that ultimacy lies beyond thought and speech. 


This next and last section of the essay will touch on an inter


relationship between the Arrangements of Earlier and Later Heavens (Fu Hsi's 


and King Wen's) and its significance for the transformation of human nature. 


Fortunately, we have in the .! Ching a complete text and are spared on 


that account the grave uncertainties that attend study of other ancient texts 


that have come down to us as fragments, e.g., Heraclitus and Parmenides. Yet, 


this good fortune brings with it the danger that we might take for granted 


that the character of the text is patently obvious, as though we already know 


and understand the full meaning of oracular thought and practice. The danger 


of such a shallow approach is not that it remains oblivious of depth--a 


serious enough oversight--but that it is oblivious of its own posture. It 


misses the issue for oracular thought, namely, that the disclosure is not the 


disclosea nor the doer the ultimate agent of the deed. 







In the sphere of oracular thought, both thinking and willing are bent on 


remaining awake to the movement of disclosure and the shape of destiny. This 


is to take up one's abode within the question itself and never to leave it. 


To remain abidingly within the question is to forgo the self-trumped up 


certainty that my subjecthood is the measure of whatever is object to it. 
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Such a dualistic perspective fatally misses its own collapse into the stand


point of con-sciousness which cannot tolerate that the issues of the unthought 


and the unpossessed must ever elude its grasp. These are the issues for 


oracular thought and practice: the unthought and the unpossessed may be 


contemplated and sought but one can never look upon nor touch them bare. 


This is enough to warn against taking anything for granted in our study 


of the Oracle. The discussion of an interrelationship between the wheels of 


Earlier and Later Heaven is ventured with those cautions in mind. 


As noted above, Fu Hsi's soli-lunar arrangement is an analogy for the 


abiding light of awareness--independent of change--and the fluctuating light 


of consciousness which is incorrigibly dual because tied to change. The 


lunation cycle is a beautiful image of timelessness in that the procession 


from dark to bright and bright to dark never changes, i.e., it is a movement 


that changelessly changes. Analogously, the relation between awareness and 


consciousness is timeless. Awareness secures the intuition of Identity above 


and beyond the operation of personal memory which, strictly speaking, is 


notoriously unreliable; yet, despite that inefficiency, we never lose our hold 


on self-presence. Even amnesiacs whose personal memory is virtually lost do 


not lose their sense of self-presence, on the strength of which they recognize 


their crippling disfunction. The lunation cycle ls a perfectly· symmetrical 


alternation of the dark and the bright. As such, it images, against the 


background of awareness, the formal character of the career of consciousness 
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from the darkness of impression only (new moon) to the brightness of 


expression only (full moon). Tentatively, we might trace this career full 


circle from new moon,:: =, to new moon as follows:~ ~' impression to 


intuition, , to perception,--=, to imagination, ~, to expression,~, to 


feeling, , back to impression, ~. These assignments are suggestive only 


and require further examination. They are useful to indicate the rhythm in 


the movement of consciousness from dark to bright to dark to - - - - ate. 


The beautiful symmetry of this movement does not include the possibility 


of failure and on that account cannot portray the existential pathos inherent 


in both finite success and failure. Even the good cannot exist nor have 


meaning without testing itself against the possibility or actuality of evil, 


or both. On the other hand, the material career of generation and corruption 


which King Wen's Later Heaven Arrangement portrays is equally vapid as an 


annual and diurnal cycle of birth and death, flourishing and decay without the 


possibility of self-transcension. Fu Hsi's cosmic pattern wants a medium for 


self-testing without which enlightenment remains a fanciful notion; and King 


Wen's cosmic pattern wants the very possibility of self-liberation. These 


privations can be met in principle if the two charts are brought to coincide. 


When King Wen's arrangement is superimposed upon Fu Hsi's a tripartite 


order discloses itself. The light of awareness, spirit, and the mutability of 


consciousness, soul, illuminate the material medium, body, through which they 


shine. This is intimated by Richard Wilhelm's remark: "To understand fully, 


one must always visualize the Inner-World Arrangement as transparent, with the 


Primal Arrangement shining through it. Thus when we come to the trigram Li, 


we come at the same time upon the ruler Ch'ien, who governs with his face 


12 turned to the south" (W/B 271). Since Wilhelm does not pursue further his 


insightful suggestion of a primordial transparency it remains a seminal 
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invitation to work the matter through. (This essay is an effort to contribute 


to that end within the perspective of self-cultivation.) 


On bringing these two charted wheels together so that Fu Hsi' s "shines 


through" King Wen's, the provision for one's own self-testing appears. For 


instance, beginning the cycle again with the waxing crescent,~ at the 


north-east, this trigram, Thunder, "shines through" the trigram;=..:=, 


Mountain. Here two sons meet. Mountain in the Inner World Arrangement has 


changed from daughter (Fu Hsi) to son and represents "the mysterious place 


where all things begin and end, where death and birth pass into one another" 


(W/B 652). Mountain, here, represents the epitome of right timing--precisely 


the first concern of intuition,:=__, Thunder. 


On keeping in mind the principle that Earlier Heaven is to be seen as 


shining through Later Heaven, the coincidence of the two charts reveals a 


tension between two cycles. The cycle of the celestial dark and bright is 


brought to underlie the terrestrial cycle of warm and cold earthly seasons. 


For instance, the waxing crescent moon, - , Thunder, "shines through" the 


dark and cold of late winter~ Mountain, where death and life pass into 


one another. Symbolically, this means that the drama of the lunation cycle is 


played out upon the field of earth's own temporal cycle. 


On analogizing the above to the career of self-cultivation, the joining 


of these two charts is fraught with great meaning, all the suggestions for 


which cannot be brought within the compass of this introductory paper. 


Suffice it, for now, to say that the first glimmer of light for consciousness 


is intuition. But intuition is always circumstanced by possibilities and can 


offer only negative counsel. One must interpret its warning against moving 


forward or staying put and risk translating that negative summons into 


whatever positive action seems implied. From the side of theoretical 
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consciousness the risk is minimal since reflexive consciousness has always 


something to reflect on. The risk comes into its own in the practical order 


where to disobey intuition's warning can sometimes kill the body. Persons who 


live close to physical danger have no need to hear this explained. 


However, in the order of self-cultivation it is not first of all physical 


death that poses the abiding risk but death to self-awakening. Self-awakening 


is contingent upon an alert relation to duality. As the caterpillar indraws 


itself so as to stretch forward, so for consciousness does the past in some 


measure imply the future and the present the past. Looking backward with 


detachment serves looking ahead and discerning the shadows of the future 


depends upon unattaching oneself emotionally from the present. In every case 


this requires a tranquil centering between the opposites. So, for the 


Thunder;:::.-=:, of Earlier Heaven to shine through the Mountain, , of Later 


Heaven imposes· the task of obeying intuition's warning against becoming 


confused by the apparent contradiction of life-in-death and death-in-life on 


the field of psycho-biological phenomena. Such confusion invariably 


precipitates ill-timing, the results of which occasion further confusion. If 


this is the case for the ordinary life lived in the ordinary way, how much 


more so for the yoga of self-cultivation where one's self-relation is ever on 


the line. 


Let us see if the Shuo Kua supports this possible interpretation. The 


paragraph translated earlier on which describes the distribution of the 


trigrams within the soli-lunar cycle is immediately succeeded by the follow


ing: "Counting that which is going into the past depends on the forward 


movement. Knowing that which is to come depends on the backward movement. 


This is why the book of Changes has backward-moving numbers" (W/B 265). This 


rendering from the Wilhelm/Baynes translation is obscure though much less so 
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than that of Legge's. Given Wilhelm's commentary on it (W/B 266-7) it is 


clear that he was of the opinion that the Chart of Earlier Heaven was 


constructed to represent earth's natural forces "taking effect as pairs of 


opposites." On the strength of this, knowledge of the past "is present as a 


latent cause in the effects it produces" and knowledge of the future "is being 


prepared as an effect by its causes--like seeds that, in contracting, consoli


date." This commentary serves both the Shuo Kua's third and fourth sections 


which he sees as treating .the Sequence of Earlier Heaven in essentially the 


same way, namely, as terrestrial process in a double movement, clockwise and 


anti-clockwise. Vegetation expands to determine passing events and contracts 


into seeds, a movement through which one can know the future. 


Yet, for all its cosmic suggestibility, this translation and interpre


tation of the paragraph has little if anything to offer the student of 


self-cultivation. On the other hand, when the paragraph is thought and 


translated through the perspective of self-cultivation, common words for 


natural process serve now as metaphors for self-inquiry and awakening. 


Thinking the original through within this context is a "letting-be" of the 


truth of the text, i.e., a letting it disclose itself out of its hiding within 


spiritual metaphor into a clearing for the mind of Tao. Such a translation 


must, above all, bring into the open the ultimately original Identity, 


awareness, in whose light duality is apprehended as instrumental only, a 


refraction of the self-same, and in no way independent of it. This refrac


tion, duality, is wondrously no less Tao than Tao itself. 


Within this perspective the paragraph may be rendered, "Fathoming (shu) 


the past (wang) depends on willingness (shun) to let it go. Understanding the 


coming (lai) future depends on letting oneself be destined toward (ni) it. 


Therefore the Classic of Change looks forward to the future wisely and 
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correctly fathoms the past." 


Two aspects of this paragraph are of critical importance for our discus


sion. The paragraph falls between the description of Fu Hsi's arrangement and 


King Wen's. One might consider it, then, as possibly stating a principle or 


principles that apply equally to both charts. Secondly, it presents a double 


movement of intellect and will. The intelligibility of the past is forfeited 


unless one consents to let it go, i.e., to give up trying to possess it. 


Grasping the character of the future coming to hand requires the willingness 


to allow it to become embodied in oneself--in this sense, one's becoming "a 


living sacrifice" to it (to employ a biblical phrase, Rom. 12:1-2). 


This double movement exhibits a counter-tension, at once a holding on and 


letting go. A pure act of intellectual attention holds to its object, but an 


adequate grasp of the object depends on letting it be, i.e., letting go of any 


possessiveness toward it. Now the pathos inherent to the relationship between 


the activities of Earlier Heaven and Later Heaven discloses itself. Unlike 


awareness, the sense of self-presence, consciousness is indefeasibly tied to 


appearance, its object. Appearance is always changing. Therefore, unless 


consciousness is centered in awareness and irradiated by it, consciousness 


knows no stability and must remain anxious. 


The soli-lunar chart, the chart of untrammeled consciousness has for its 


object the earth's diurnal and annual seasonal cycle. This object occasions 


for consciousness the possibility of becoming trapped, imprisoned (trammeled) 


in the inanity of mere material change, a process of transient appearances and 


so without a hope of becoming satisfied by its own exercise. On the other 


hand, consciousness is not coerced to identify itself with its object even 


while contemplating it. Letting the object be opens a space, one might say, 


for Identity to disclose itself as awareness which cannot know anxiety since 
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its only object is itself, namely the self-same. Earlier Heaven's "shining 


through" Later Heaven is the condition of original nature (hsing). 


Transparency to original nature from the side of personality is obscured while 


attachment to one's self-image obtains or attachment to any object of con


sciousness. 


However existentially self-bound consciousness might be as a condition 


endemic to the human species, original nature is essentially free and there


fore self-bondage is itself an illusion, though in the practical order the 


illusion's dreadful consequences are experienced as real. Spiritual awakening 


consists in discovering this as the case. Such a discovery cannot become an 


actuality except through the freely willed negation of the possibility of 


identifying with one's idea of oneself. 


The chart of Later Heaven images the terrestrial occasions for self


corrupting one's relation to the continuum of change but none of these 


occasions can coerce this self-betrayal, this fall into anxiety. When natural 


process is contemplated free from the human projection upon it of self


identifica tion, the career of natural history appears supremely beautiful. 


The paradigm of the relation between these two charts implies a view of 


human nature which cannot be reduced to material process nor to ideal form. 


On the contrary, human nature occupies the intersection and interplay be tween 


original wakefulness--awareness--and the instant by instant occasion for 


falling into self-misunderstanding. Abiding alertly in this intersection is 


to expect the unexpected (hexagram 25, Wu Wang) within the counter-tension of 


holding on and letting go, self-paused between the unthought and unpossessed, 


the issues for thinking and willing; as, inclusively, and spiritually 


understood, man's very own being is always in crisis, always the question, the 


issue for himself. 
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To repeat: human nature occupies the intersection and interplay between 


original wakefulness--awareness--and the instant by instant occasion for 


falling into self-misunderstanding. This occasion is brought forward from the 


side of consciousness whose domain is the field of the phenomenal, the 


ever-changing panorama of appearances. What makes this so difficult to 


discover is the tenacity with which self-misunderstanding clings to its own 


ontological and epistemological reduction to a single imagined form of self 


and knowledge. Spiritual yoga has no other aim than to loosen this death grip 


upon that false notion of self and knowing. 


The great advantage in studying how the movement of Earlier Heaven shines 


through Later Heaven is that this dual structure specifies exactly the quality 


and form of the encounter between the eight functions of consciousness (soli


lunar analogy) and their correlative material conditions (terrestrial seasonal 


analogy). A few words earlier on illustrated this by noting how intuition 


symbolized by Thunder,=:..=:., is structurally bound to shine through the 


material condition, situation ("the time" as the Classic calls it) • As to 


whether from the human side the shining through will be luminous or 


darkly--even demonically--distorted turns on whether the duality is engaged 


through the mind of Tao or the mind prone to err. When engaged through the 


mind of Tao duality is gratefully acknowledged as the condition without which 


the intuition of Identity or non-duality could not obtain. When duality is 


engaged through the mind prone to err the relation between subject and object 


is advesarial and alienated. Self-identification and attachment are reflected 


back upon the subject infinitely which magnifies his self-generated anxiety 


accordingly. 


The formal coincidence of these two charts is a relatively simple 


exegetical device. Interpreting it is not a simple task since the entire text 
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of the Classic favors the perspective of the wheel of Later Heaven, especially 


in respect of the gender change of the trigrams Water and Fire, Mountain and 


Lake. This earthly bias is not difficult to understand since the Oracle is 


nothing if not practical, its function being to illuminate decision-making. 


However, decision-making is always in the context of perspective and the 


deeper reaches of the book disclose themselves only when through self-


questioning the twin sacrifices of present body and mind are welcomed 


simultaneously. This means that upon each present instant the body is 


permitted the impress of the future and the mind willingly lets go of reliance 


on the past as the sole determinant of present judgment. A noetic assent to 


this cannot stand in for its practical execution. (A long apprenticeship to 


self-inquiry is usually required before this disclaimer is discovered as 


behaviorally the case.) 


The philosophical objection to such a double sacrifice within the same 


instant is that one cannot think both sacrifices at once since simultaneous 


mental action is not possible. Agreed. But this is precisely the point, 


namely, that wu-wei and Wu Wang (the Oracle's equivalent) are not calculated 


means toward envisioned ends, whether these ends are realized transiently or 


immanently. The whole calculus of means and ends does not apply, neither do 


the opposites action/inaction, movement/stasis. Human wu-wei is the intern-


poral equivalent of "Tao never acts, yet nothing is left undone" (Lao Tzu 37) · 


and hexagram 25 lines 1, 2, 4 which then changes to hexagram 59 whose 


correlative lines 1, 2, 4 describe the social reflection of uncontrived 


action. Uncontrived action is knack at its utmost and, like transition, 


essentially beyond the mental categories of time, space and causality. It is 


the intemporal, indefinable resolution within every instant of the tension of 


duality as the condition of intuiting Identity. 
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We have seen how the charts of Earlier and Later Heaven when brought to 


coincide imply that the career of consciousness has intrinsic to it the 


potentially saving occasion for consciousness to identify with its idea of 


itself, i.e., for self-deception. The occasion is a saving one since it 


presents the possibility for self-betrayal. Just as the possibility of evil 


is the condition of the good, so the possibility of self-betrayal is the 


condition of self-awakening. My freely willed negation upon every instant of 


the possibility of self-betrayal allows timely action (~-wei) to flow through 


me. Though wu-wei, as such, is indefinable, its condition is self


demonstrable through the yoga of self-cultivation. This freely willed 


negation is attitudinal, not self-consciously calculated. 


Not only is the occasion for self-betrayal intrinsic to the career of 


consciousness but so is the non-coercive suasion to self-awakening. This is 


beautifully indicated in the Judgment for hexagram 52, Keeping Still, 


Moun ta in: "He no longer clutches at his personal self." I.e. , he no longer 


identifies with his body; no longer reduces self-identity to his body or body 


image. On the wheel of Earlier Heaven, Mountain is situated in the north


west, symbolized also as the waning crescent, the last sliver of light before 


the eclipse. But the wheel of Later Heaven holds the trigram of heaven at 


this same cusp. The trigram of the Creative re-energizes the waning yang 


force, the bright, which has in the trigram of Mountain become almost lost. 


And this renewed impulse to complete the full cycle of change carries the 


otherwise quiescent Mountain power to unite with the sun during the conjunc


tion of new moon. Fittingly, this heavenly recharging is from the side of 


Later Heaven, the terrestrial chart, implying that Heaven and Earth are non


dually related, their distinction being ultimately a creature of consciousness 


only. 







----- --------------------------------------------------·---


Similarly from the position of Lake in the wheel of Earlier Heaven where 


the expansion of the bright is reaching toward its utmost, it being one cusp 


removed from full moon, the influence of Wind in the terrestrial chart is 


brought to bear to moderate expansion. Wind's action in the chart of Later 


Heaven is described in the Shuo Kua as gathering together, proportioning 


things each to each. The exuberant play of Lake's mirror-sheen and 


imagination is bound to the logos of Wind which influences content (the 


bright) not to dissolve form (the dark) but to irradiate it proportionately 


according to the nature of each thing. 
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This brings us full circle to recall once again the power of Mountain and 


Lake within Earlier Heaven to interpermeate one another and the problems that 


poses fo.r reason. Yet, when this power is refracted through the existential 


order of Later Heaven, i.e., shines through it, reason, the darling of 


consciousness receives its due, while awareness, upon every instant, 


continuingly draws the duality of consciousness to its proper vocation, to 


occasion the self's awakening to non-duality, Identity. 
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